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NO MEN ARE STRANgERS
BY JOSEPH NORTH

Edilor:

A book of affirmation in these troubled days is Iike a fountain
of clear waters in a parched time-it is good for the health!
Joe North's No Men Are Strangers (International Publishers,

The Roots

price $3-25) is such a book, a kind of modern Pilgrims'Progress
except that, instead of dealing in allegory, the author writes of
living facts, observed at ffrst hand, reportage from all the
ffghting fronts of man's shuggle for a better world, the human
documentation of the most turbulent, swift-moving, epochal
half-century of modern history.

Truly a reporter of a special kind, North chronicles his earliest
remembrance of his blacksmith father, soon after the turn of the

in

Pennsylvania, the shock of his ffrst contacts with
bigotry and hardship, his ffrst meeting with Communists. "The
beginning of wisdom came when I encountered men who introduced me t_o a philosophy which scientiffcally explained Man's
c.xistence, and indicated the inevitability of his lriumph over
hunger, oppression and war."

century

His on-the-spot observations of America during the Great Depresson; lris activity in founding the weekly Neu Masses arld,
his lively_contacts, as editor of that soon-to-become famous magazine, with the best known writers and artists of that day; his
eye-witness narratives of the militant sit-down strikes which
Jielped to usher in the C,I.O.; his stirring coverage of the
battlefronts of Spain during the Civil War; -his dangir-fraught

voyages on convoys crossing the Atlantic in World War II; his
ffrst grisly entrance into the still-smoking hell of Dachau, all
are brilliantly told in this book. Don't fail to order your copy
frorn your nLarest bookstorc or, by mail, from-

ffi ,
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ffi;"#: : # il""il";: ffi ;il ;

Rc-cntcrcd as sccond. class martct lanuary 4, 1945, at thc
orft, N
a,
under rhc Act ol March 3, 1879. POLTTICAL AFFAIRS it
moi[thly by Ncat Cctttury
Pablishers, lnc., at 8jz Broadway, Ncw Yorft 3, N. Y., to uhom ilthtctiptions, paymcnrs ana
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politieal affairs

HERBERT APIHEKER

of the trench Crisis*

By Jacques Duclos

began this course of action failing, howGaillard ever, to force a decision. While Minsovernment. emphasizes the further ister for Algeria, Robert Lacoste,
Eeterioration of the French political repeatedly announced, from "final

Tns

rn{rNrsrERrAL

crisis which

in France with the fall of the

situation. That situation is dominated quarter of an hour" to "final quarter
bv the maior problem of the Algerian of an hour," that victory was at hand,
.rrd ,o which was deminded the truth was that the prospect of
lnirr,
"rparties of the Left, including victory, far from drawing nearer, was
by ihe
the Socialist Party, in the course of steadily receding into the distance.
The facts -having systematically
the campaign preceding the ]anuary
contradicted
their predictions, the
2,' rc\6 ilec"tions.
of
Algerian war constrategists
the
Premier,
had
become
he
1.ti*

in the new government, Guy Mollet, cluded that in order to bring ahout
instead of iraking the searth for a victory the war must be extended to

peaceful solution- to the Algerian Tunisia, bting .fully aware that if
problem his main objective, followed events evolved in this direction, the
a policy p,rogressively drawing question of extending the war to
France

dlwr

oI

intlo the quickstands

Morocco as well must inevitably arise.

policy,in accordance Such a policy, inexorably lead-ing
with the demani, of the ultra-colo_ to abrogation of Tunisian as well as
Moroccan independence, cannot fail
nialists of Algeria.
It is und; these circumstances to make the socialist leaders reflect
that the war in Algeria was continued on the situation, knowing that the
through 1956 ani 1957 with much masses whom they infuence are not
*o'. "p o*6if ,rl -." n i ih. n f o r me r y

a bitter<nd war

I

Tiiorr",.d,

;

S,f,,t*: ilr,'rtfl$

Mry,
oi the Algerian\fg,ji"!i"$.:ilX
AP'r- factors in the

by Amy Schehter, from thc

u:a, i?i,iii'!,-i'o'gTgR+:',:
v,ften bv rrucros smetrme rn
mablv'

*m:,:llX

the economic and social consequences

war, determining
development of thI
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united struggles of the State and
public service employees, and their
repercussions within the working
class as a whole, would tend to causi
the socialist leaders to difierentiate
themselves frorn their reactionary associates who are hostile to workingclass demands on principle.
Thus the contradictions have
grown more acute among the vari-

voters

in the ]anuary z, tg56 elec-

tions.

This Left solution, advocated by
the Communist Party, has come to
be approved by ever larger numbers
of Frenchmen. It is becoming
increasingly clear thar it will be
impossible to bring rhe war in Algeria to an end quicklli, as the true
interests of France demand, unless

in the government coali- eflective measures are taken to smash
tion in which the reactionary ele- the anti-national and fascist resistments are more and more openly ance of the ultra-colonialists of Alacting to make their point of view geria, together with the resistance
prevail, placing emphasis on the use of the extension of these groupings
of repressive measures against those existing in France.
opposing the policy of force in Al. fh.- principal obstacle blocking
geria. At the same time, they pres- this solution is none other than thE
sure the government to show com- leadership ot the Socialist Parry,
plaisance, not to say complicity, in which, while it declares that it
its attitude towards the traitorous opposes the return of de Gaulle to
ous parties

groupings whose activities inside

France are becoming more intensive,

in

direct relation with the conduct,
and the further embitterment, of
the war against the Algerian people.
These are the conditions in which

power, at the same time claims that
it was defending the Republic when

continuing its participation in the
Gaillard government. Among its
members this government included
Minister of National Defense ChbanDelmas, ,who, on lvlarch z3 last,

the "Good Offices" dispute develto the dissolution of supported a call by the national counthe government. And now that the cil of the Social Republicans for a
problem of constituting a new gov- government dictatorship headed bv
ernmerlt has been posed, some ad- de Gaulle. And all this was donl
vocate recourse to de Gaulle, pre- without the Socialist Party leaders,
sented as a man of destiny.
who.claim vigilance in safiguarding
What is being contemplated, in republican institurions, thinlling tha-t
view of the weakness, increasingly it was their duty to utter not even

oped, leading

evident, in the policy succeeding gov-

ernments have been following, is
obviously to prevent the Left forces

from achieving unity, the only
sible method

pos-

for implementing the
by the Left ro rhe

pledges made

a single word opposing it.
De Gaulle, on his side, maintains
deliberate silence, cultivates arrl-

biguity, permits an agent of the ultracolonialists like Soustelle to come out
in his favor, and at rhe same time,

encourages certain
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of his friends

to

"reassure" the Left.

These politician's maneuverings
have a piecise objective: theY are
meant to deter the peoPle of France
from taking part in a democratic
and national solution to the problems

their country faces: they are meant
to create conditions which will make
it possible for them to continue following in its essential features, the
policy the country has condemned,
ihough using other men and a dif'
ferent governmental formula.

ON DE GAULLE

As the British newspaPer,

h

Th'e

ry47: "In De
Gaulle's attitude there is no doubt
that symptoms exist which can prop
Obseruer underlined

erly be called fascist."
These estimates of yesterdaY are
still significant today; and it is in
the light of De Gaulle's former political bihavior that he must be fudged
today.
Some people claim that by giving

up power in 1946, Gen. de Gaulle
did take an attitude which should
reassure democrats, but the truth of
the matter is not so simple.
When De Gaulle abrupdy stepped
down in January, t946, two months
after the First National Constituent
Assembly had begun functioning,
he demonstrated his inability to tolerate even the slightcst degree of
parliamentary control; and his decision was made in the secret hope that,

following a brief period, there would

develop a strong tide of public
opinion which would allow him to
take power again on the basis of a
dictatorship, without any sort of con,
trol.
The General's hopes met with
disappointment: nobody called him
back. He did not pause long before
getting into the battle of politics,
beginning by formulating principles
on which to base a new constitution,
which he wished to be "tailored to

lfs

measure."

On |une 16, 1946, in a speech at
Bayeux, De Gaulle recommended a
parliament to be composed of tw<l
Chambers, specifically stating that
the executive power should not
emanate from Parliament but from
a much larger College, which would
place the Chief of State above those
elected by the nation, against whom
he would be enabled to use, at pleasure, the threat of dissolution.

When, in April 1947, General de
Gaulle founded the "Rassemblement

du

People Francais" (R.P.F.), he

denounced the parliamentary system;
and, taking over a procedure others
had made use of in the past, added
to his "arguments" against the democratic system, virulent attacks

against the Communists, whom he
labelled "separatists," without even
the least attempt to justify this label.
Under the infuence of the intoxication brought on by the success of

Il.P.F. in the municipal elecrions,
Dc Gaulle took to prophesying; and,
on November 12, rg47, he declared

POLITICAL AFFAIRS

with solemnity matching his pre- Laval himself go with Vichy to the
that "The R.P.F. endi"
Putting on more and more specwill continue to spread and develop
to the point where it will embrace tacular performances in his role as
the entire nation, with the exception, aspiring dictator, De Gaulle spoke
sumptiousness,

naturally, of the separatists." Events
since then have shown the guage of

at Saint-Etienne on ]anuary !, r9q8,
concerning the social achievements

the De Gaulle clairvoyance and the macle when he was in power; he
omitted mention of the fact that these
seriousness of his forecasts.
In the ratio and measure that he achievements had come as a result of
believed he saw approaching the the presence in the government of
hour of his assumption of power, representatives of the working class.
The R.P.F., lacking a social proDe Gaulle stepped up the aggressiveness with which he opposed those gram, drew up a draft law stating
millions of Frenchmen and French- that its object was ". . . the establishwomen who put their trust in the ment of a system bringing together
Communist Party, at the same time in association, instead of opposing to
that he extended the hand of friend- one another, all those who cooperate
at a common economic task in an enship to the men of Vichy.
Thus, for examp,le, at a press con- terprise."
General de Gaulle,
ference held on October r, 1948, the
'attaking over
General, displaying his contempt cliches which are
the" same
for the people, declared: "If it should time demagogic and reactionary, in
come to pass that the Separatists en- regard to the association of capital
ter what is still knorvn as the gov- and labor, and "corporation," mikes
ernment of France, then it would the claim that he wishes to bring
pass completely beyond the bounds about the disappearance of ". . . thE
psychology of exploitation of some
of legitimacy."
In contrast to the attacks he made by others, of the class struggle. . . .,'
Tlrir program very cloiely reagainst the Communist Party, heroic
vanguard of the resistance to the sembles that of Spanish dictator
Elitlerite invaders, De Gaulle openly Franco, according to whom ". . .a"pmade advances to former Vichyites ital and labor must dwell togethir
whom he attempted to whitewash, intensely unired." A state of ihings
when he stated that "The R.P.F. far frorn charac,teristic of today;s
deals with all men of good will. Spain.
Summing up, behind all De GaulThere are some who went with
but going with Vichy le's opportunist slogans, the truth
Vichy .
was, after all, only a manner of remains that he at no time has enspeaking. Who really went with visaged power under any form other
Vichy to the end of the road? Did than Personal Power; the clear
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significance of this being that, should
he succeed in taking over as head
of the government, his first concern
would be the destruction of republican institutions and all the demo-

"saluted in advancer" he declared,
on March 28, t949 "Signing a Pact
of this sort is very natural on the
part of the powers of western Europe, and especially on the part of

cratic rights.
These are the sole conditions un-

France."

der which De Gaulle sees himself
in his turn "making a gift of his
person"; and, if the circumstances
difier from those which accompanied
the advent of Petainism-it is to a
similar brand of political system that
De Gaullism must necessarilY lead

West Germany was

in no wise

excluded a priori frorn the Pact, by
de Gaulle, which is not surprising,
since when he headed the provisional
government he had made statements

favoring the revival of Germany as
a military power.
All this was in p,reparation for asFrance, unless republicans with all suming a new position, the importresoluteness block the road to ad- ance of which appears at first glance.
This position hb stated as follows, on
venturism.
No one claims to have any illu- March 16, r95o:
"One is almost dazzled by the persions about De Gaulle breaking with
the vicious policy rvhich has so spective of the joint contrib,ution that
greatly harmed France in the course could be made by French prowess
of th. past eleven years. And here it and German p,rowess extending opermust b,e stated specificallY that he ations into Africa. In AIrica, there
played an important role in elaborat- exists a field for joint development
ing and implementing that policy. which could transform Europe. . . .
It cannot be forgotten that De I am speaking of returning again
Gaulle did, in fact, come out in favor under modern conditions, to the
of the Marshall Plan. He said at project once launched by CharleCompiegue, March j, 1948: "The Inagne."
In this definition of his European
efiorts of old Europe and those of
America must be joined . . . in order policy, nothing is lacking. It postuthat our poor world may be set lates the rebirth of German militarupright once again." The expansion- ism, it invokes onetime Franco-German collaboration in Europe-a colist plans of the American imperialists,
directed towards domination of Eu- laboration which since that time has
rope and preparing the way for a become one of the planks of the
revival of German militarism for Common Market agreement of which
anti-soviet ends, were likewise pre- Eur-Africa is the extension.
Later, on lanuary 7, t95r, in a
sented as an expression of American
speech at Nimes, de Gaulle, alluding
generosity.
Speaking of the Atlantic Pact, to the ". . . necessary infux of Amerwhich, in his own words, De Gaulle ican forces into Europe. .." launched
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an attack against the Soviet government on the grounds that it was
demanding the demilitarization of

played an important role in launching) was opposed to the interests of
France, De Gaulle adopted the nar-

At the same time he de- row and stupid position of the worst
manded that the coming battle in of the colonialists whose policy
Europe should be ". . prepared inevitably led to Dien-Bein-Phu.
Germany.

along the most advanced lines, and

that the powerful elements which
existed there, should henceforth be
held in readiness . . .," a statement
which, from all the evidence, implies
the formation of military forces in
West Germany.
Such then was the policy of De
Gaulle at a decisive moment for our
country's future, at a time when the
American imperialists were employed

in, on the one hand, creation of

a

wave of anti-Communist fears. and,
on the other, exploitation of that fear
for the purpose of extending their
domination. De Gaulle, urging what
he called the defense of freedom
against the countries of the socialist
cam5and this in collaboration with

former Hitlerite officers-had no
hesitation in using a madman's formula declaring: "We prefer the
dropping of the atom bomb ro the
loss

of freedom." (Press Confetence,

March 16, r95o)
Thus, under the most diverse circumstances, and a time when the
future of our native land was at stake,

General De Gauile, whom they now
seek to present as a model of intran-

sigent patriotism, took

a

political

stand openly counter to the national
interest. Far from seeing, for instance,
that the war in Indochina (which certain of his followers, among them

Admiral Thierry de Argenlieu, had

Following the cantonal elections,
on March 29, r94g, De Gaulle, giving
proof of his total laik of political
realism, made the following statement:

"It is in the person of the Ene-

peror Bao Dai that the principle of
vietnamese sovereignty truly resides. France signed trearies with his
ancestors. She is in Indochina by
virtue of those treaties, which stiil
remain in force. The first thing to be
done in Indochina is to recti-fy the
military situation rhere."
General De Gaulle thus held views
on the problems of Indochina determined primarily by class considerations. He beais the same responsibility for what happened theri as
those governing France at the time,
who guaranteed, in fact, that the wai
in Indochina should continue.
For seven years France continued
to wage war, in accordance with this
insane policy, only for the final outcome to be the installation of the
Americans in South Viet Nam, when
it would have been possible to conclude agreements with Ho-Chi-Minh
allowing our country to establish
solid and durable bonds with a Viet
Nam that was independent and free.
Recalling past events in Viet Nam
cannot fail to make those Frenchmen
skeptical to whom ir is whispered
today that De Gaulle would, of hil

THE FRENCH

own accord, consider "a liberal solution to the problem of Algiers" which
he has repiatedly declared to be an
integral part of France.

ON AICERIA

It is true that because of the dif-

ficulties barring victory in Algiers,
changes have been brought about in
some French political and economic
circles, in their views regarding solution of the Algerian Problem; but
it is not with De Gaulle that a solution can be found corresponding to

the situation's demands.
Under the conditions of modern
reality, whose outstanding characteristic is the power and sweeP of
the national liberation movements
breaking in colonial lands, there is
no other way of bringing the Algerian war to an end than that of
arriving at a negotiated solution at
last rendering it possible to establish
new relationships between France
and Algeria.

In order to proceed in this direction the French Communist PartY

has proposed to other parties of the
Left that a compromise be sought
which could make the Algerian peo-

CRISIS

ganiz,ations whose chiefs place pre'
iervation of colonialism before the
interests of France ; it will clash with
the traitorous groupings which have
been set up in France to push the
continuation of the war in Algeria
the conditions of the
-set up under
of chauvinist uends in
growth
France which are a result of that
war.

From all this it follows that when
De Gaulle declares he desires to be
summoned by "a11" to head the government, and that a priori he would
exclude none, at the very time that
he is covering by the shield of his
silence, the ultra-colonialists who
flaunt their Gaullism, his purpose is
equivocation, the creation of political
confusion and the wish to turn the
will to unity animating the popular
masses away from its true objectives.
It is not out of a politician's deal
involving some sort of melange of
Rightist conclave and "guarantees"
to the Left, beneath the banner of
Gaullism, that salvation will come to
France. This type of deal only
santions, in a new form, keeping
and strengthening the Right to run
the counuy's affairs.

"(Jnion of Everyone" can be
ple a friend and an ally of France. nothing else than a fake to dupe thc
But implementing such a policy people; Only union of the men and
will come into violent collision with 'the parties of the Left-which of
the ultra-colonialists determined to necessity includes the Communistsstop at nothing in order to maintain against the reactionary and anti-natheir privileged position; it will tional Right, corresponds to the politclash with their agents in France, ical realities of the moment, and to
among whom the Gaullist Soustelle the country's needs. The De Gaulle
is playing a leading role ; it will clash solution which is being considered,
with the activities of the military or- can operate only to hold back the in-
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dispensable changes which the country ar.l,aits, changes which in no way
at all pose the dilemma to French-

men and Frenchwomen which some

people are claiming--either fascism

or Communisrn,

pressed through the vote

"ldeas in [Iur

of the peo-

ple.

But the best solution would

be

formation of a government reflecting
the national and democratic majorl

ity

By Herbert Apfheker

ALGERIA, FRANCE AND FREEDOM

rvherein the Communists would

their share of responsibility.
The solution lies in the union of
the Left. This union refuses to admit
those Socialist leaders who have
collaborated in the government with
the reactionaries, among whom is
the Gaullist, Chabon-D?hrr, *ho
congratulated themselves on having
elected their candidate in the Departl
ment du Nord by means of Gaullist
votes, precisely at the time that thev
were. declaring themselves to be o[
posed to General De Gaulle .omirig
to Dower.
Assumption of an anti-Gaullist
position.by the Socialist party, conby some, perhaps, simply in
:jd.r,:d,
the
lrght of a tactical maneuvei, is
taken seriously by the militant'so_
oalrsts; and, because of this fact,
their leaders will be forced, th.orgd

Tiln.es"

assLrme

THE TRUE CHOICE
The choice to be made is altoA choice must be
made as between the march to fascism, on the one hand, with its perspective of personal power and
gether another one.

liquidation of republican institurions,
and, on the other hand, safeguarding

of

democratic liberties

conditions of changes

,.rd"r th;

in policy

con-

forming to the pledges made by the
maj-ority of the Left, on January z,
ry56.

The return of General De Gaulle

to power would iead France into adventurism. The march towards adventurism must be halted, of any
sort whatsoever, at the same time thai

every atrempt must be

blocked

which aims at sucking France down

into the morass of a itill more
tionary policy.

reac-

the pressure of, events, to give o .1.?
answer to the specific question which
rs contronting the popular masses,
I,or_ the logic

of the situation will

pose the problem

of the choice

*hi.ii

Eager to contribute all its forces to has to be
made between recourse to
the creation of conditions in which De.Gaulle,
or some otheruaiirni
changes in French policy can be tending in
the same reactionary, fasmade as quickly as possibie, and to cist directionJ
on one h"nd, ;;a-;;
spare France the fearful ordeal of the other,
the solution throueh a
personal power, the Communist union of the
Left,
Party declares itself ready to support munlsts advocate .hi.f, tt.-Bor.]
unceasinslv.
every step forward taken in thjinteDe Gaulle is not th.'Jupr.m.
rests of the people; and, by the same savior.
Jt is up to the
token, any government which res- rnemselves, beneath peopl. tl ;;
the banner of
ponds to the aspirations clearly ex- unity and
of action.

Do you remember Gulliver's description of the beginnings of European
colonialisml "A crew of pirates" find themselves approaching a likelyJooking
new land, and "go on shore to rob and plunder."
They see a harmless people, are entertained with kindness; they give
the country a new name; they take formal possession of it for their king;
they set up a rotten plank or a stone for a memorial; they murder two
or three dozen of the natives; bring away a couple more by force for
a samplel return home and get their pardon. Ships are senr with the
first opportunity; the natives driven out or destroyed; their princes tortured to discover their gold; a free license given to all acts of inhumanity
and lust, the earth reeking with the blood

of its inhabitants; and thii

butchers, employed in so pious an expedition, is a
modern colony, se[t to convert and civilize an idolatrous ind barbarous
execrable crew

of

people.

The nearest and earliest of the areas ravished in the manner indicated
it was the first assaulted, and will be the last ro secure
its_ release. "Aficaj' wrote Du Bois, "has been literally bathed in brood at the
behest of Europe.'.' This is true of. every inch of the tortured continent, not
by swift was Africal

least.the, northern quarter.where, thirteeh decades ago, France began caiving
out for herself a vast empire. she touched first, in tIe form of
3{ooo troops,
on Algiers, and. th!! moved south and east and west; in eighty yiais of bloodletting and rapine France annexed Algeria, Morocco and T'unisii.
To conquer the coastal plain.of Alge'rla took France seventeen years; to

reach- the first range of mounrains guirding the interior took her
de.ade. ["hen,.by 1869, France lad ieached-the northern end of the "rroih.,
sahara,
and so occupied a tenth part_of Algeria, she had lost 3oo,ooo soldiers anj
colonizers-the losses among those resisting the christi"i, ir"u. never been

even estimated.

wirh

conquesr cal?e subjugation, exploitation and unspeakable indignities
continual rebellion. In
-this seething torrent of rinrest, moments of
-and
wholesale eruption stand out-th-e great upiising-s of rg64, ,Sir, ,t7e, ,g79,
r88r, .1884, rgo-r._._: .
H. Robertlr,author of a itand'ard fi;itrry'6i
,S,tcnh;n
French colonial
(London,.
r9z9), speaks of Algeria
foli.cy
", "" .h"rrr.l-h'ousi
ot massacred natives"
and
.dcscribes th.e typical .imperialist policy of slaughter,
expropriation and impoverishment. He adds this'resulted^;" ir,. l"rrru]t"ni,
"hating France with the accumulated hatred of four [five,
g*.rrtions.,,

"o*]
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In our own day the awful slaughters have continued

and intensifiedintensified as capitaiisrn's technical prowess has grown almost as quickly as. its
callousness. While casualties reaching the tens of thousands took imperialism
some rnonths or years a few generations ago, similar and even more grandiosc
"arcomplishments" occur todiy in a matter of days, or even hours. Thus,
confining ourselves only to the French in Africa, and then to but a few ex'
amples: in Constantine, Algeria, something like z5,ooo Araba killed jn a matter
of days in 1945; in Madagascar, about 85,ooo killed in a few weeks in 1947;
in Caiablanca, Morocco, some 8oo murdered in a single'day in ry52; and about
6oo more in the same city in one day in 1955; and 5,ooo ki'lled in two days

in Algeria in

1955. . . .
what of those who remain alive,

with tlat fantastic persistence which
And
is the miracle and the glory of human history; what of those the French imperial administrators refer to as "the original vice" of their coloniel--i.e,,
the indigenous populationl Let us consider Algeria today and suggest an
answer to this question.
In Algeria, a country four times the size of France, live about ten million
human beings. Nine million are a mixed Arab-Berber people, Islamic in religion, Arabic in language; one million are European, the majority not of.
French extraction. Despite pretenses toward the political enfranchisement of
the Arabic men-gestures extracted through mass pressure--the reality of French
rule ever since r83o has been that of imperial overlordship, with the original

inhabitants stripped of all real political power.
The land remains basically agricultural; its main products are wine (which
the masses are forbidden by their religion to consume!), wheat, and esparto
grass (alfa). What industry exists is of an extractive and processing narure;
but the country's natural resources are rich, and considerable mining of coal
and iron occurs. Oil, too, has been discovered--of which more later-. In the
citieq hugging the coast, thc skilled workers are European; the unskilled, paid
a pittance, are Arabic. The Arabs are forbidden to form their own uadc
unionsl they are banned, in actualiry, from other trade unions, though some
token membership is permitted. The greatest mass of the Arabs a.e farm
worke-rs, with- sharecropping-for all the world, like Mississippi-the predominant form of labor relationship.
Although the French government insists that Algeria, which happens to be
-legislation
in- North Africa, is an, integral part of France, the social-security
of France does not apply to this southernmost "department." And, o:ut of a
total of nine million men, women and children, there is, declares Alexander
Werth,..a permanent army of_wholly or_partially unemployed amounting to
one million adult men (Lost _statesmanz The Strange Story ol Mendes-Fincc,
Abelard-Schuman, N. y., $S). The average annual income' of the Moslem
farmer in Algeria comes to $7o; frve-sixths of the Arabic children anend no
fhggl; in the entire country, only 6,ooo Arabs are_studying above the elementary
level. According to fohn Gunther, 98 per cent of the-Aribic population in the
cities are unable to read or writel 99 per cent are in this condition in the rural
areas (Inside Africa, Harper, N. Y:). Two-thirds of the country's arable land
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is owned by the colons; seventy of the largest landowners possess 5oo,ooo acres.
The results are what one would expect from these figures; they are the
universal results of imperialism. Summarily put by Werth: "Many parrs of
Algeria are faidy near the starvatiori level"; Gunther: "Sixty per ceni of the
indigenous rural population is officially classed as 'destiture'.'r Destitution and
starvation are spelled out somewhat more graphically by a French officer
participating in a "pacification" campaign. Looking aboui him, he observes

the "enemy":

The wretchedness of the people in this area is almost unbelievable.
of the mechtas [hovels of molded earth in which the "natives,,
livel are sickening to see. Most of the adults have lost the sight of at least
one eye because of a kind of ophthalmia which rurns th; eyeball into
a whitish protruding globe, while many-with
of the children have lost all
their hair and their heads are covered
green moss, dotted with
scabs, which is eating into the scalp (I)cutenlant in Algeria, by |ean|acques Servan-Schreibcr, Knopf, N.-Y.; $:.So).
Some

. Imperialism doe_s not mean only _victimization; as we have remarked, it means,
also, resistance._ No ,people have-forged a moi. glorious record of ieroic re-

sistance than the Algerians-it. is, indeed, in thi forging of this resisrance,
that they.have.fo:ged .their narion, th€ existence of whlctiis denied uy ,p.r*
gists for.imperialism, brrt whose reality is being.written in blood *Jry'd;t.
A
-French chronicler, vignon, wrote in 1888, oI "how numerolrs are th;ir ;
volts"l he added that "tlie
_repression of one was the germ of
No*,
"rroth.r.,,
with
in
general crisis, the syste; crumbles
within and
..
.capitalism_
dJsintegrates without, each blow reinforcing_ and itimulating the other. Now
chronic discontent produces n-ot only ,poraiic uprising uut itso iull-scale revolutronary struggles and wars for national liberation. The greatest of these proceeding at_this tim-e is that of the people of Algeria-_part;f the Lr"t"p oftte
French North African cmpire, .q
1Ir" g.r,g;d risiirg oi;ll- Afri*,^ of thc
renaissance of the colored peoples of the w-orld, of the siatteri"g oii*p.rialism.
of course, the o6cial freqrch explanation for Algeria i, ?ai.til-is Dulles'

of Chini; i.c., the Alge?ian -",",i, *"-oioduct of
of local bandits stimulaied and arrrr.-i bt dtr";ilr.''K..*lio.
'l'his explanation, devoid of
reason, does possess for ihe ruling class the comp..ll*g virtue. of relieving.their o*rr.syrt.i, from the .;ra;;A,ir" which
the
rebellions- epitomize. This expranarion srems, too, from a.
Lru.ily
cxplanation fo-r-the "loss'.
the. activity

democratic.outlook organic to-imperialism. Ar
marizes "the argument of the reiponsible French
"'ry-p;ih;
irrtlioritioi,

;;.r
--"-'

""ai
sum-

peoplc are.ignorant and immature, and rhere is
no
bc led astray.. Lcaving. the fate of Algeria to
:flI::^:i:,r^_Tplny.to
therr moods and impurses- wourd.mcan handing it over to
the niost uninhibited demagogue's ,ra a.*irt*-ri"'p."pr. do not know

,, fh:

SS.erian

what

is
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good for them; they must be !ed--by--thlhand,.like children' (Herbert
Leuthy, Franci Againa Herself, N.'Y, Praeger.)

well, of course, they are not exactly children; and their overseers are not
,exactly ileading them by the hand."- They are-using other methods of correc'more in -keeping with the real nature of the- malady. That is to say,
tion,
France *"g., *rr'.rpin the people of Algeria. For- forty-six goltqs ^the might
,o{ France,-reinforced by a good share of the wealth of the United States, has
been hurled against these children, but their unruliness persists.
For two ye-ars France used zoo,ooo troops in-this war; during the past two
years, under-the aegis of the Socialist, Mollet, she doubled her commitmentindeed, for several ironths now fully 5oo,ooo French troops have been engaged
in the war upon Algeria. This, by ihe way, is the most numerous and the
mightiest arriy of force that France has sent beyond her borders in all her
history.
Five hundred thousand soldiers-with planes and tanks, with flame-throwers
and cannon-are hurled for months and years not against "bandits," but against
a people aroused and inspired. The logic of this is historically-confirmed and
irrefuiable, yet it may not be out of place to cite briefly some explicit documention. There is, for example, the *ork of Servan-Schreiber, already cited.
This liberal French newspaperman, who fought for six months in Algeria,
rvrote in 1957, "the entire Arab population is ioining the resistance against us."
And: "It is estimated that the rebels have got from the French army about
three times as many arms as they have received from the outside. They are

living ofl us." Alexander Werth, in Algeria during the summer ol ry56,
reported the French army "up against something new-a kind of national
unanimity among the Algerian masses they had not known before."
Under these circumstances, and fighting in the service of imperialism, the
French soldiers do in Algeria what the Germans did in France, or, better,
in Poland and the Soviet Union, though, it must be stated, the wholesale,

organized, genocidal extermination of hundreds of thousands via gas chambers
and crematoria has not been resorted to-.at least, not yet. We add the saving
phrase, because Thomas Brady reported in the New Yorft Times (April 17,
1958):

There is a good deal of loose and unthinking talk in Algeria about
how the best way to setde the problem is "to kill three million" Moslems with mass weapons. Why the figure three million is chosen nobody
seems to know but it is a standard conversation piece.
Additional pause is iustified over this "conversation pi..." ,ro* that France
has moved _officially into the orbit of nations to be armed with nuclear weapons.
Surely, with these in the hands of a completely reactionary France, faced with
contiouing resistance in Algeria, the possible .slaughter of three million Algerians with five of six bombs takes on the dimensions of more than loose talk.
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Meanwhile, with old-fashioned methods, the troop's of imperialist France have
;[;ik;J;i a respectable total of maimed and slain men, women and children
in Algeria.
- P;;i Johnron, assistant editor of The New Statesman (London), ofiers a
good summary statement of the facts in this regard:

Villages known, or suspected, to be. supplyi"q ,I9 rebels with food
were obiiterated by -for
iet fighler-bombers (supplied, incidentally, by.AmeriNA1O defense against Russia); flame-throw'ers
can ofishore fundi
and gas bombs were used against morrntain hide-outs. Torture was emprisoners; both gonflage .a l'ea&, the forcible lnjection
ploye"d against
"by
stomach-pump, and the notorious ceinture clectr.ique,
..r.r*
of *"t.,
"
device perfeited by the Gestapo . . . some 4o,ooo Arabs
an electrical-shock
were interned in vast, filthy concentration camps outside Algiers. Liberal Frenchmen were expellid or arrested. Arab lawyers, doctors, teachers, who had -played no part in the rebellion were given long terms of
imprisonment, scirools were shut down, newspapers suppressed, hospitali were handed ovel to the military. With each excess, each act of violence, more Arabs drifted into the hills. . . . (Paul |ohnson, The Suez
War, Greenberg Publishers, N. Y., $r.So).

Servan-schreiber offers his eyewitness accounts. Thus: "Not a single house
is standing in those groups of mechtas along the roadside"l "they _open up
with anilliry against women and children because the whole tribe has gone
over to the guerrillas." A lookout is caught by a patrol-he turns out to be
a boy of per-haps 12 years; but he has information, or it is thought he has
information, and the child is "persuaded" to talk. He is obstinate, but he is
persuaded, though when the persuasion is done and he is seen asleep, exhausted

in a ditch by the side of the road, his face is swollen beyond recognition.
Alphaeus Hunton, in his impeccably documented study, Decision in Africa
(International Publishers, N. Y., $4.oo), tells of the torture of children as now
common throughout the rebellious continent. He quotes Mendes-France,
when Premier of France, admitting in the Chamber (Feb. 4, rg55) that he
himself had seen in Algiers an 8-year-old victim of the civilizers-who had
been in jail a full year! The Premier continued: "I am not telling you the
worst, for there are some things that one does not dare say from a public
platform"-f6t alone print in the Neu Yorft Times!

A Moslem deputy from Algiers, the Socialist Benhamed*--obviously one of
the "moderates"-found it possible to be more outspoken at the rostrum of the
French Chamber. Speaking there, also in 1955, he said, as quoted by Werth:
My fellow-Moslems know what is mcant by "the bath-tub torture."
They also know what is mcant by the "water-pipe" trick. It is a way of
pumping water into the stomach of pcoplc who are not even guilty but
who have often simply been denounced anonymously by somebody. . . .
Moslems living iu the bled kqow at last what electricity means-they

t4
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know not from electric bulbs, but from the electric gadgcts ttrat are
inserted into various parts of their body. I might also mention thc
"bottle-torture"l it consists in forcing quarter-bottles of Perrier you know
where. I maintain that all these tortures are regularly practiced in Algeria today.

With the Premier himself having- acknowledged the reality of this nightmare,-it was hardly necessary Jor the Minister of the Interior (respo,nsille,
with fine irony, for Algerian afiairs) to acknowledge the trurh of ihe-Moslem
deputy's charges. He could only say: "f]nfortunately this son of thing continues
19 hap_pcl in ,AJgeria despite an attempr to discipline the police," Werth
himself added: "At presenr, the Minister of the Interior is unible to carry our
an enquiry into torture arrd. other po-lice.methods employed in Algeria-if only
because certain police olf,cials are in the service of t[e feudal-lords of the
North Africa lobby, much more than in*the service of the French Government."

In the midst of the Algerian struggle for freedom-as has been true in
every battle for freedom everywhere in the world for the past eleven decadesstand the communists. one of the paradoxical benefits deriving from the imperialist fiction that Algeria was an lntegral part of France, *r-. th" fact that
here (unlike Morocco and Tunisia, when still-held by France), the Communist
?arty was not. illegalized.- And the Party of Algerii has been srrong, solidly
based. and.fine-ly
is-an-impoitant constituent of the revoirrtionary
-tgmpered;..it
coalition, the Fidration-Libr1 Nord-Africainc-the F.L.N. And, of course, in
dosest solidarity with the Algerian communist party and the entire Fr.N.
stands the.grcat communist.Party of France, whictr, alone of French parties
favors the independence of Algeria.
In the past three or four years the Party's influence, among Arabs and
the Algerian-European workeri, has been giowing; the' Mayor- of Sid bel
Abbes-fabled as the main garrison city of ihe Frinch Legion-was a communist, and in other elections in the coistal cities the party{ candidates polled
T maly as roo,ooo votes. one source of its influence *ar its newspaperr'Algcr
Repubhcaine, described in this way
.by lohn Gunther: "k is th. oirty o.irrpaper in Algeria that encourages Arabs
go ioin its stafi . . . it is probably read
more by. non-communists than any communist newspaper iri the world,
because the.other Algerian newspapers, owned

reactionary."

by coloni, ar. ,o i-p.rviously

Most .recendy, .as
terror campals" o1 the French masters intensified,
-the
^
communists
have in fact_been. outla*ed, under the sweeping .harge ,,endan.
gering the safety of the Srate." In the Dast vear Gene-raf M"qssu, Ji tn. p..".
,roopE has been specifically charged
-i*, t6" task of ;*hil; lt dr costs
and no matter what the methodJ, the liberation- forces withiri iiie .ity of
$giers -itself. Hr has worked hard and thousands hav. be.n- arr.r,ua, *irr,

-rgS6l

hundrlls upon hundreds. having heen executed-lately
,L
_(M;t J,'i"
New Republic reported those
in the immidi),.
this one
ir"r,
-slaughtered
city to number three thousand. In the course of this Free ffoild--op.rrtion,
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the Alger Republicairc was close,l, and its young editor, Henri Alleg, pursued

and finally caught.

From the pen of this French-born leader of the Communist Party of
Algeria has come a work to rank with Gabriel Peri's Toward Singing Tomoraous and |ulius Fuchik's Notes from the Gallows. Alleg's contribution to
the immortd literature of human selflessness, sublime courage and Communist
clear-sightedness and steadfastness is entidod Thc Qaestioz,' together with a
long introduction by Sarue, it has just been published here (George Braziller,
$z.SS). The Question is indispensable for anyone who wishes to understand
the world in which he lives.*
Alleg was held one month, by the paratroopers, in their torture chambcrs
in El-Biar, a suburb of Algiers. After the thirty days, having told the beasts
nothing, he .was transferred to one of the concentration camps dotting Algeria
--this one at Lodi, where he wrote the present little volurne. Some welks later,
he w1s brought for the first time before a magistrate, charged with "endanger,
ing the State" and is now confined in a civil jail in Algiers.
Alleg tells of the "enormous overcrowded prison" where hundreds were
systemati€ally tortured. In one sense, that it wis overcrowded was a "blessing"l the torturers had so many victims that they hurried their work. One
whole wing. of -this
NATO edifice was devoted to ministering to
-splendid
women:'Therer"_writes-4,1legr'are young girls, not one of .r,lhom has frven
way: Djilma Bouhired, Elyette Loup, Naisima Hablal, Melika Ghene, Lucie
Co;3a;, Colette Gregoire, and many others. Uadressed, beaten, insulted by
sadistic torturers, they too have been submitted .to the water and the electricity."

The details of the torture are overwhelming. After one especially exit is suggested to Alleg that hi may wish to kilt hiirself,
btt: 'iI suddenly.felt_p1oud a3d trappy
noito have given way. I was convinced
-siarted
that I could still hold out if they
again, Ihat I woUa fisht them to
the end, that I would not help theh in their job of killing me." fre does hold
out, and he never answers their "questions.'r
cruciating .ojdg"l,-

of

civilized behavior;
-course, most oI the.priso.neis are-Arabs-learning
Alleg s festering naked body: "They -understood that, iike
$:y
:.:
themselves, I had been tortured, and- they greeted-me in
iassing: 'Frave courage,

and when

lroqhel!'fn.qheir

eyes

I

read

a solidaritn a

friendship, aricl such.or'pL?t

trust that I.felt proud,- particula_rly as a-European, to be amorrg them.,,
The editors of. The sqtyrd.gy Reaiew managed to find -a reviewer who
would handle this book with the least embarrasriaent for the Dulles brothers.
He is Sir Ivone Kirkpatrick, recendy Permanent Under-sccretary of State
fo.r.the.British Foreign office. Sir Ivone acco.mplished.this fabulJus feat by
giving Alleg's narrative .I":+y
.one.paragraph .(fifled with errors, uv trr. *"y)',

and devoting the rest_of his "review"-to-criiicisms

what troubles the noblcman is sartrc's suggestion:

of

sartre,s iirtrod.r.ti6i.

"Disavowed-sometimes
very guietly-but systematically practiced behfid a facade or aemocrauc tegal-

a""r:ffrt

:

publication

oI portions of the Allcg work, in this countrv,

occurred

in

Mair*rte6n,
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ity, tortue has now acquircd the status of a semi+landestine institution."
What really bothers mylord-so that he actually raises his voice-is Sartre's suggestion that this even applies to Great Britain.
Mylord is shocked. He has forgotten the British War O{fice's practice of
selling blankets infested with smallpox germs to American Indians; the
in Malaya; the mobile gallows adorning Kenya. . . .
And an American, such as this writer, must not forget that the "watercure" described by AIIeg was used upon thousands in the Philippines by

"Communist-hunts"

American troops; he must never forget the genocide against the Indians; the
of slavery and peonage and ]im Crow; the delights brought by Marines
to Haiti and Nicaragua; the torture of imprisoned foes of World War I. He
must not forget that police brutality is notorious, and that the third-degree
is an American expression.
A1d a Communist, such as this writer, must not neglect the phrase in
Sartre's introduction that "there are brutes East as well as West." This is true;
it is awful but it is true. Yet, Sartre misses much when he tends to equare,
and he is altogether wrong when he sees nothing but "opportunity and -occa.
sion" preventing. the tortured from becoming the torturer. The equation is
wrong, because it is only systems of exploitation rhat have institutionalized
mass torture, and it is only the elimination of such sysrems which can eliminate
such institutions. such institutions and the crearion of humans so brutalized
as to keep them functioning are
.the hallmark of exploitation with its dependence upon violence and fraud, its contempt for human life, its elitism and
sadism

its racism.
.. {hat any - remnants and any aspects of such behavior persist after the
elimination of capitalism, after ihe victory of working-class niovements building socialism, reflocts how tenacious is the filth of thJ centuries of class domination. of course, nothing . whatsoever-no danger, no provocation-nothing
whatsoever, can.justify.anything.approximating thJ torture of o". human beinfi
by another. This is for capitalism and impirialism and fascisml they infli&
poverty; they foster racisml they cultivate inti-Semitism; they breed wars-

insitutionalizing torture befits them.
Jhis has norhing to do with being "soft.,, One is not to ,be soft with
a.Franco and a Hider; with a Mussolini and a Lavar; with a Horthy and a
chiang; with a General Massu or such "socialists" as Mollet anJ i".ort".
one who ,really knows what these leaders and misreaders bring, and what
more terrible horrors they portend, understands that to a.t.ri''tr,.* trt.,
strength-, pe_rsistence and evenf at times, ruthlesness. But to move even the least
bit in the direction of their methods, dignifics them, and weakens th. ,tr.rggl.

againstthem.
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Alleg quotes one of the officers in charge of his torment:

what we are doing here, we wil do in France. we wil do it to
your Duclos and your Mitterand, we will do to them wh"t we-are going
to you_. And your whore of_a Rgpublic,' we will blow it
into ihi ali
too! You're going to talk, I tell -you.
"p
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This oficer failed in his last threat. But he drew much brood from Alreg
will fail, I think, in his other threats, too; bui
blood,
qy
q".h
how
much
damage
will he and those he serves be abie to
t
infict.'before. fij.-y
defeatedl sirtre in his introduction makes the point
that the fascist-like "-r..
behavior of the authorities in Algeria clearly was infeiting
the behavior of their fellows within France itself. "'The g"rrg'r*. is spreadl
ingr" writes Sartre, "it has crossed the sea. It has even "eot"abor'rt that the
'Question' is. applied in certain civil prisons in the Metropofis.,,
Servan-schreiber, in his. alreadyiited volume, adds' to this ttrat with
.
5oo-,ooo Frenchmen serving in Algeiia-"what witL the reservists, the drafties
and regular army. men"Jt is really "an entir,e generation" that is being conditione'd Uy S. abominalions they are ordered tJ perpetrate. Hence, says one
of the French ofrcers: "we're turni.rg them into ,rioril f.ilrrr.r, ro-.iirrr., irrto
monsters." This same author tells o,-f the blackmail, beatings, torture and assassinations practiced within Algeria with the connivance of itre hlghest olficials
",nd methods
upon French Army
_personnel ',ho express opposition to the aims
ot the murder-bund now running things. He writes of this as already, ,,the
routine"-namely, "rhe intimidati6n, thieats, kidnappings,
q"i.t little e*."ndto-.,liquidate the
cutrons that have become part of everyday life"; the ifforts
men in politics, in the preis, or in the Aimy" who stand in their ivav. The
victims here are Frenchmen; the victimization is orgaiired ;;; tti'ffi..Ii;motivated.Servan.Schreiberwarnedayearago:
before he confessed defeat. He

The.swirling tide of corruption and hate which has already stripped so
tlese^y.olng Frenchmen of their.dignity, threatens ;;* ,;:;;rlf
111,of
the army rn Atrica, end may one day, in the viorence and brindnesi of
this war, and amid a generaf indifference, sweep all Fr;;ril;;;.

tle Algerian monstrosity is more a- symptom of decay than a cause,
"r^_"_.1 ot course, there.is a dialectical interplay here. But
though,
whaf I have in mind
is the experience of
-vichy,,and even-more,'the proneness of capitalist society to
welcome Hitler and to adjust itself, in a,,rlt'rble rr.i""rfl5r*-to
fascism.
w,as.made even though tl,.
rowards
I:^*
i9il"T."r.
^,1. trom the traditional national enemv.
thls came
Alexander Werth, in his earlier volume, Fiance, rg4o-rg55 (Holt,
N. y.)_

i**Ji""-i*flfr.

i",
:HjT1,fth1.
9 :!::
G;staf9

these pages

in March_w oti

tnJ'{rn[J- ioop.,"tion

"i'resrlij, h. ,rid,',,of rhe
French police. ,.The net
police's activity. during the occupation and the viciry ..ei;.'
has still
iFrenclr
Deen to make the porrcrcr, never greatry roved in France, a paiticularry
disgT.::g

.by

1he.

tasteful character."

that lWerth^continuedJ; but since rhe war, third-degree
]rTo1 g,nly
methods learned from. the Gestapo during the years or th. i.o-op.ration,,
ha'e tended. to--ingrain themserves into ihe aiity ,outi". oilti Fr.n.t,
police, not in North Africa only, but e-ven in France itself.. A leading
iurist like Maitre Maurice Garcon has denounced in no urr..rt"ir,-i.rrrrr,

r
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notably

in

several articles

ture since the war.

it

the Monde, the virtual legalization

of tor-

It is vital to bear in mind, also, that except for the working class and the

Communist Party, most components of French

life either warmly embraced
or, at least, generally acquiesced in the fascism of Vichy. Werth makes the
point that this was true of the intellectual elite as a whole; "the great majority" embraced fascism. Gide, Bertrand de ]ouvenal, Andre Maurois, the
poets Claudel and Valery, Sacha Guitry, "almost all painters and musicians"
fell into line. Of course, the Church hierarchy enthusiastically supported Petain; so did practically the entire civil service. It is important to remember
that the law of fuly ro, r94o, destroying the Third Republic and setting up
the Petain-fascist state was approved by a vote of 569 to 8o (with q abstentions). By then the Communist Party was oudawod, though its position
was made clear that same day in a manifesto signed by Thorcz and Duclos
denouncing this act; of the r75 Socialists in the Chamber, all but 36 voted
"Yes," and a Socialist, Rene Belin, was Petain's Minister of Labor!
Werth, in discussing the groups backing Vichy, neglects the most significant
of all- namely, the businessmen. Possibly he assumed awareness of this;
but any reader who would like to refresh himself on the French bourgeoisie
and their delight in fascism, will find important material in the just-published
Organized Business ia France, by Henry W. Ehrmann (Princeton University
Press, $7.5o).

In the Resistance to fascism, "the Communistsr" wrote Werth, "were in the
front rank of the Resistance, and received no reward for it"-3o,ooo of the
most conscious anti-fascists were murdered by the Nazis and the Vichyites;
of the rr2,ooo French women and men deported to Germany, only 35,ooo
returned alive, and many of them were physical .and mental wrecks. Beginning
as the second front took shape, the 'struggle against
the counter-revolution took on more organized and effective form. The French
liberation forces, through emergency courts-martial and sunmary executions,
eliminated about 4,ooo collaborators and GestaPo aids. Later, tJrre Cotnite d'Ac'
tion ile la Resistance sentenced several thousand more to die. In France, in
addition there were 39,ooo imprisonments fo,r fascist collaboration (this was
quite low, relativelyJn Belgium, Norway and Holland, there was a total
oT r5o,ooo imprisonments).
f.i tfr. f".t it th"t most of the lcaders of Petainism went unpunished; by
|anuary lt rp45, Combat was alrcady warning: "A.,corrntry that has failed
in its ttein-up'is also liable to fail in its renovation." Meanwhile, safe, with
his family, in England lived De Gaulle, being groomed in the first place byChurchili and somewhat grudgingly by Roosevelt, as the "safe and sane"

in the summer of. ry44,

savior

of

France. Certainly, much

of the

purest patriotism motivated the

larqest numbers of those who rallied to the Resistance under the legal,

if

ah,sent,

lealership of De Gaulle, but the Prescnce around De Gaulle from the begin'
ning of Llemet ts of the extreme Right, including Cagoulards, is iust as cer-

tain.l
r Rcader will fiod deailcd

this !a $c vcry intcralng bqp-k !y the Prcnch
night-;ing-;atiomlis, Henri de Kerillis, I Accud De Gaclle (Ha-rcourt, Brace, N. Y.' 19'{6).
evideucc conccming
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The ecstatic praise

_of De Gaulle that has marked almost the entire American
press-.notably the N. Y. Times and the Herald rribune-iefle.ir1rr"i
pi.rr;
and its deep contempt of and fear foi d.,,,offi.
iTTt,::::_to-imperialism
rt v:jCes on the jfo:J:pt^,o see Max Ascoli, the editor of The Reporter,
:11
1.;une ,2.6, 1g:8): -"De Gaulle remade France, literally as he said, stan?_.1r:1
rng trom nothing."
And "After the defeat, what was lefi of France if not
a motley collection of real esrate?" what was left of Fianc;-;;iIrty
r.illion
in Lngtand, but on that ,.real ..,",..;f[.y did not
lol
::l
T9
XoTrr
ljrilg
rvart tor De Gaulle to fight the. Nazis; and it was they, plus the nld
army
and the soldiers of the Allies, who made it possible for'b; a;lie io set
foot
'
again on some of that "real estate.,'

It is relevant to touch, if

*

r

only. briefln on what evidence exists concerning
the ideology oJ De Gaulle. Despite thJ'protestations of .*t ,t iri"g iii."a?
of freedom as Max Lerner-and seymour rrlidin, the evidence-aip"i"" to that
iceology
being. extremely rea.tionary, wirh ciear r^r.irt-ti[.-t.iJ.r.ier. we
-as
nave rn IJe
Gaulle a megalomaniacal professional Army ofrcer, steeped in the
-tli.-ir"i",.a
tradition_of castg elitism ind anti-rationalism, and nit.J'*itn
*r.
French Revolution rhat characterizes so *rrrv ,pp.r-.[* ;;d-a;Jii p"rtir"rr.
"r
'
of the Catholic hierarchy.t
when in the early-3o'q rationalizations for fascism appeared throughout the
capitalist world, De G1{.1: p-roduced one in France-D Fil De lEiee-Thc
Edge of the,S,ruord, published.in 1932. De Gaulle,s theme *rr,fr.,'rfr.

has become blunted, but that it needed re-sharpening, for without the Swor?
"al.
Authority--<haos would descend. 1cr.ii men" wer. t}r. mak..,
o1' history, wrote De Gaulle, men who "could not be conceived except as
-without
possessing generous doses of egotism, pride, harshness and deceit." The ,irrr..
of people were "political animals" whbse greatest need was for ,,orsanization',
and for "discipline" under the direction of these .,chiefs."
"our times" above all, wrote De Gaulle, "are hard for Authoritv." In home
and in .factory, _"in the State as in the street" Authority "excitei impatience
and criticism rather than confidence or subordination." It ioubts itself. and it is
this doubt which must be overcome, by discipline, by order, and by the reassertion of itself---of Authority.
Even De Gaulle's military. theories-which later. won praise as showing
accurate- p-revision-were
lgselr the theories worked out Ly those reflectiri
reaction's fear of mass soldiery' and
_concentration upon an ilite force. Thi;
theoretically, is one of the cores of the Panzer-Luftwaffe complex of the New
Germany--+wift, highly-trained, manned by a select corps, and aimed at thc
civilian population with frightfulness and ierror the heart-of technique.
- The- first effo_rt !y De Gaulle to suggest a specific employment of'this technique for French forces, came in his 1939 mimorandum that France send a
motorizfd expeditionary fo59 tlrloqs_h Norway into Finland, so that together
with Mannerheim, they might "quickly put to rout the disorganized RLsian
hordes and march on Leningrad"-as De Kcrillis writes. Thii was to be co*

' Or .lrtr point the rader is refered to the rticle by

Jacques Duclos, elserherc

ia this

issue.
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by the way, with an attack from Syria upon the Caucusus under
leygand, spearheadod also by tanks and by zoo bombers. In this way, France,
then_in a "phoney.war" wirh Germany, might yet achieve military glory!
Not a litde of the distrust felt for De Gaulle by Roosevelt stemme-d from the
latter's fears, as the N. Y. Times reported from Washington (|uly 7, 1943) that
"the General is regarded by some who have known hlm as' animated by dictatorial tendencies." That same month, Ernest Lindley published in the Washington Post (]uly rz, ry$) a summary of a recent British official inquiry,
where it was held that De Gaulle "clearly has fascist and dictatorial teno_rdinated,

dencies."

But with the growing evidence of the triumph of the Red Army, and with
the fact that leadership of the partisan armiei throughout Europe rvas heid
by Communists, these tendencies became looked upon, more and more, by the
Western Allies as virtues rather than liabilities. De Kerillis, whose sources of
information were on top levels, fady declares that, "After Teheran, the British
government moved energetically in favor of De Gaulle as insurance against
communism."

In the First Imperial Conference of Free France, held in Brazzaville, lan*
ary, 1944, presided over by De Gaulle, the colonial oudook of the man and the
movement he headed was afHrmed. Herbert Leuthy sums it up this way:
The 6nal resolution of the Brazzaville conference . announced
imperatively "that the ainrs of the work of colonization which France
is pursuing in her colonies exclude any idea of autonomy and any possibility of development outside the French empire bloc; the attainment
of self-government in the colonies even in the most distant future must
be excluded."

This in no way was contrary to the law of |une, 1946, passed by France,
that "all subjects of overseas territories, including Algeria, possess the quality

same rights as French citizens in the home country and in
overseas territories."
The rights of these overseas "citizens" we have already discussed; the law is

of citizens with the
the

and has been a farce, a demagogic facade. This throws light upon the meaning
of De Gaulle's promises of full equality and citizenship rights to "all ten
rnillion Frenchmen in Algeria," which he has just made this past June. What
he is saying to people who for four years have been waging a struggle for
national liberation is that he assures all Algerians of the "right" of-remain-

ing French! What De Gaulle said in |une,
Brazzaville

in

1944, and what the

colonial subjugation forever.

1958 was what he said in
law of. ry46 said in life-that is, continued

A fascinating exposure of the ideology of De Gaullism appears in a little
book entitled The Case lor De Gaulla A Dialogue Betuecn Andre Malrau,x
and lamcs Burnham (Random House, N. Y., 1948). Burnham and Malraux
agreed on almost everything. And what was it they said? The enem,y at home
iJ Communism; the enemy abroad is the Soviet Union. For "democracy"
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to survive, Communism must be extirpated; how numerous are Communists
and how significant a force in the national life, remain irrelevant to this neces,
sity. In fact the more numerous and the more deeply entwined within. the life
of the nation the more necessary its extirpation. As-for the U.S.S.R., Malraux
*You
says:
know as well as I thit there .J" t. neither political nor national defense by a country whose government is incapable of cfioosing its enemy." The
enemy is the Soviet Union-that is the basic program. The United States must
and is expectod to interfere in the domesdc toncerns of France and all other
countries, so long as the problem of Communism exis s-"from this necessity
there follows a limitation on sovereignty," but that cannot be helped.
"W'hat Gaullism stands for, first of all," says Malraux-now France's
Goebbels-"is the restoration of a structure and vigor to France." He speaks
with derision of "the,ghost of Karl Marx"-having once gotten near Marxism,
to denounce it becornes an obsession with Malraux, as with so many others.
He has a subsdtute for the ghost, in addition to Authority anc Vigor and
Structure: "We said that we would unite the country around the idea of public
welfare"g and the point here is that Malraux sees this "welfare" as offering a
"choice between the idea of class and the idea of public welfare."
Naturally, Burnham concludes:
You describc a reality in terms of which many of the present institutional forms of French society are not so much inadequate as irrelevant. It does not seem likely that a solution can be found by the methods
of the present government or any similar government.
Prophetic advice, is it not, from the American expert?
Additionally, Burnham suggests that if this Gaullism works in France,

it will
spread-"it cannot be confined within French borders." Burnham is really
thrilled with Gaullism-"it is the first genuinely ncw political reality since
Hitler." Yes, agrees Malraux:
In every country resistance to Communism takes on the color given it
by the particular spirit of that country. In Germany, it was Nazisml and
with us it is something which looks like the First Republic.

I

had mentioned one point of disagreement betweed Malraux and Burnharn.

This was over Germany. Burnham was all for a powerful Germany fully integrated within the powir complex of a "new" Euiope; Malraux, being French,
after all, was not so sure and could not help mentioning what German armies
twice in the zoth century had done in France. Undoubtedly, this remains a point
of diflerence today with De Gaulle and his NATO cohorts. It is impo'rtant,
especially in view of the sense of damaged national pride (the "loss" of, IndoChina, Tunisia, Morocco; the presence of American troops) that forms an
ingredient of De Gaullism's return to power. Yet, it is not to be overestimated:
the French elite more than acquiesced in fascism even under the Germans. Moreover, several months ago steps were taken to integrate the military rnachinery
of France and Germany (and ltaly); some of this has been made public. Thus,
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fglrl.r Prern_ier, Felix Gaillard, when asked by the editors of U.S. Near and
S:
llald ,Report (I"rr. 3, 1958): 'Ts it true that Fiance, Germany and Italy havc

reached an agreement to undertake joint production of weapo,nsl'" replied:
"'yes."

of course, the basic test of De Gaulle's ideas is his practice. De Gaulle's
resignalrol in January, 1946 came about, as Werth has -written, .,because hc
'Gaulle
realized that the Left continued to hold the initiative." with De
then a
failu-re,_te was replaced with the Marshall Plan, which as part of the wholc
919 Wg pattern moved the center of gravity of French politi.s toward the
Right. This_American interposition was, agaih citing Werth, "not a French
solution of France's post-war problems; whereas the Iundamental Socialism of
the Resistance would have been." In the course of the ensuing vears. De Gaulle's
Party stood con*tendy with the Right in both domesti"
for.ign policies.
"id of-the parliaMeanwhile a deliberate efiort was made to destroy the viability
mentary lystgm of the Fourth Republic by barring from participation therein the
Communist Partn which consistently ha9 been the largest single French party
and has gained the vote of one-quarter of the entire elitorate.Wi$ _t!r" largest Parliamentary bloc barred from participation and with five
and a half million French voters read out of the bourgeoii-democratic system;
with the colonial wars eating up billions upon billions of francs and utterly
distort'{,g.the economy into-one devoted to \Mar; with these wars bringing nothing
but inflation, dcfeat and shlme; with the Algerian War taking on major propo{rory, devouring scores of thousands in casualties and tying up 5oo,ooo troops,
and obviously going against France in any case; with the poisoi of the German
occupaqion and Vichy never really eradicated; with the rJcist horror of Algeria
intensifying that poison; with Big Business and the Church hierarchy actively
seeking the end of bourgeoisdemocracy; with the Army elite anxioui for Authority*the way was prepared for the effort to destroy that democracy and to begin the establishment of a French fascism.
Documentation of th.e conspiratorial and long-time nature of this counterrevolutionary stroke tlut brought in De Gaulle has been considerable; at this
point it may bc referred to very briefly. The conspirarors range from multimillionaire manufacturers in France to fabulously rich colonial overlords to
dozens of colonels and some generals of the Army to intelligentsia-like Soustello
and Malraux-and to top levels of several bourgeois parties, particularly thar of
De Gaulle and to Mollet, general secretary of the Socialist Party and certain of
his key aids, like Lacoste, supreme civil officer in Algeria.*
That this conspiracy involved the active participation of De Gaulle at all
decisive policy levels (if not at all "sordid" points) is perfectly clear. While
'Deails m far availablc to the public may be found in the N. Y. Timet, June 4, 1958; Tbe Nru
Relcblic, June 2, 1958, pp. 5-6; the column by George Herald io the N, Y, Pott, Iune 9. 1958: thc
story on Delbecque in the N, Y, Tines, June 14, 1958; the sunmary by Anne Bauer from Paris in
t)le Natiotal Gtardian, Jute 2), 1958. Imporant additional mterial will be found io the latert
l,Iferth volue already cited and in that by Senan-Schreiber. Very signifieot for the long-range Army
plots is "Armee et Nation" by Alfred Malleret-Joinville, it Domoqatie No*uello, April, 1958.
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there proceeds an "Operation Seduction" along with the "Operation Sedition"as Duclos said in the Chamber, is true; it should, however, fool only the very
naive.

Alexander Werth, of war-time France, wrote:

That America was on the side of counter-revolution, the Resistance
knew only too well. Thus, in )une, r9r48, the clandestine RadicalSocialist Aurore wrote, under the title, "The American Card":
"These Vichy gentlemen have now found the Road to Damascus. They
are playing the American card. It is their supreme hope. At Vichy they

go on whispering all over the plade. that, being afraid of the USSR,
America will facilitate the creation, in the West, of an anti-Bolshcvik
barrier composed of France and of a Germany camouflaged to look like a
democracy. . . . These gentlemen imagine, above all, that if this marvelous
stunt were to come off, they would have nothing to fear from the courtsmartial of a Free France, and might even take their seats in the Government!"

In France, as throughout the world, it is American monopoly capitalism
which is the basic supporter and promoter of reaction. To the French government, the United States government has given (not loaned) since World War

II,

$3,9zr,ooo,ooo for French military strength in Europe; $r,619,ooo,ooo for the
in Indo-China; $3,136,ooo,ooo for additional military commitments
(mosdy in North Africa); and has loaned $z,5oo,ooo,ooo-i.e,, a total of over
eleven billion dollars. Furthermore: inside France right now are 55,ooo American
military personnel, six Wings of bombers and troop<arrier planes, and a billion
dollars' worth of American military installations. Through the heart of France
runs the main American military convoy feeding the z5o,ooo American troops

late war

in West Germanyl to the north of this, from St. Nazaire in the west to Metz
in the east, runs a rz-inch military oil pipeline.
Within France itself, and to a greater degree, within the former French empire in Asia and in the Middle East (especially in South Vietnam and Lebanon)
American finance capital has gained a significant foothold, and in some cases
domination. In Africa, American (and West German) capital has made enormous strides in penetration during the past decade; this is notably true so

far as Tunisia, Morocco and Algeria are concerned, Let us indicate something
of the details so far as Algeria is concerned.
In Algeria, French and French-Algerian dominated companies and banks
have made fabulous profits for generations not only from farm, public utility
and communication enterprises, but also from the mining of iron, phosphates,
coal, lead and zinc. In the Sahara sands (located in the Southern Territory of
Algeria, legally a colony of Algeria, not of France) have been discovered recendy
oillescrvesestimated to total at least one hundred million tons; very lately, a litde
further north (near Touggourt) a substantial oilfield has been tapped and pipe
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lines moving north have been laid. Enormous deposits of natural gas have
also been found lately, and one of the wodd's largist deposits of iron ore, as
well as manganese, tin and copper have been uncovered. Intensive exploratory
work is now proceeding for uraniuml it has also been established that beneath the northern Sahara there lies a huge fresh water "sea," and the tapping of
this marvel has started.
|ohn Gunther, writing four years ago, reported that $r5o,ooo,ooo had been
spent by then looking for oil in Algeria. He mentioned large-scale activiry by
Shell Oil (British) and the American Caltex corporation. He wrote: "All over
the northern Sahara we saw teams of geologists and geophysicists, prodding into
the desert sand, building camps, and waiting for the oil to flow." Alphaeus
Hunton states that the Societe Nord. Africaine des Petoles, is 65 per €ent controlled by the Gulf Oil Company1'the Compagntc Algerienne des Piro'les Standard is dominated by Standard Oil of New ]ersey. Of decisive importance is the
fact that in November, 1949, according to the lV. Y,lournal of Commerce (Nov,
30, 1949) a committee of leading American and French bankers was established
"to stimulate and facilitate development of overseas territories of the French
Union." On this committee were top officials of Chase National, Guaranty Trust,
National City, Morgan Stanley, Kuhn Loeb, Dillon Read; on the French side,
the Banque de l'Indo-Chine, Banque de Paris, Banque de I'Uuion Parisienne,
Union Europeenne Industrielle, Banque de l'Afrique Occidental, Banque [-aza:ld,
Freres, and Banque Worms (See Victor Perlo, Arnerican ltnperiolism, International Publishers, N. Y., r95r, pp. r83f.).
When to all that has preceded one adds that the Sahara has been selected
6y NATO as the locale for the establishment of long-range missile bases, and
for the development of atomic-weapons by both France and West Gcrmany, one
gets to the heart of the forces waglng the Algerian hoiocaust, seeking the destruction of France and the re-establishment of fascism in the heart of Europe.

It was widely insisted by the American

press that there was no alternative to

Dc Gaulle. This is false. One of the notable facts about this coup was the persistent resistance to its accomplishment within the Chamber of Deputies. There
is no doubt that much of the resistance was faked, to placate public opinion, but
there is also no doubt that the Chamber's persistence in votinE overwhelmingly
for Pflimlin until the last moment of betrayal and usurpation, reflected deep
splits among the French bourgeoisie as well as the overwhelmingly pro-Republican and anti-fascist sentiment of the French masses.
The fullest and most responsible non-Communist consicieration of this matter
came from K. S. Karol, the Paris correspondent of the London New Statesman.
His dispatches (May 24, May 3r, and |une 7, 1958) leave no doubts on this
question. Had Pflimlin "decided to take draconian measures against the insurgents, he would have had all France behind him." But Pflimlin and Mollet
"are more afraid of a Popular Front in France than of the generals in Algierl
Later, Karol reported that had there been a "recall to the colours and the draft
into the police force of the former resistance officers who were dismissed after
the war as too Left-wing" and who were begging to be allowed to save the Re-

public,

it

would have
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and had this been backed up by arming the
factory and dock workers, there could have been not a momenci doubt as 6 the
outco,me. And,-reports Karol, the majority of the socialist deputies throughout
M3y "y."! so far as to express openly their willingn.r, to ,r,"f. cornmon cruse
with the communists.'l But, "this is'the simple tiuth: the French Republic is
collapsin^g
FT."T oJ the treason of its leade^rs." Finafly, there is the picture
.of thg Socialist leader, Mollet, repeatedly going to De Gaule, "in an
"r-ort
hysterical condition, begging him aiter all'to"go Lforc parliament. He .*pl"i";J
that he had done everything in his power to ivitch the Socialist vore and that hc
had only partially succeeded."
been- savedl

*

*

while the votes for Munich and for vichy were overwhelmingly favorable,
with only the communisl Pqltr standing firmly opposed to both be*trayats, this
was not true of the De Gaulle putsch. Here, of cburse, the communists voted
solidly in the negative, but so did the majority of the socialist and a considerable

minority also of the Radical Party, including ihe former premier Mendes-France.
Indispensable, tlren, to the triumph of reaition, once again as so often in the
past, wa: the betrayal by the_ social-Democrats. But "this time, the betrayal
nauseated not o-nly the rank and file, but also a very large ,.g*"rri of the leadership. As a result, in the opinion of K. S. Karo! of the"Nei Statesmani
Whatever the next few months may hold, the old Socialist party, the
Party of Mollet_and.Lacoste, of the suez wai and the rortures in Al'geria,
the party which mistrusts the workers more than it does the extreme

right, is

dead.

The Communist Party throughout the crisis upheld the highest traditions of its
magnificent history. It struggled to arouse the hasses and'to lead them to display their feelings and their povrer. It sought the widest possible allies; it wel'position
comed all who desired the Republic. And lt maintained its principled
in opposition to the Algerian W'ar as catastrophic as well as'uniuit, and
in favor of the ending of tha-t. war by rocognizing the independ.n* oi Aigeria.
.. At the. same time, a notable sense of flexibility appeared, plus a determined
effort to eliminate sectarianism. Thus, Marcel servin-reporting on the crisis and
the tasks of the Party to its central committee, emphasizEd the "minimum
common ground on certain questiols" with other parties of the kft-civil liberties, secular education, a halt to the wors featurei of the Alserian war. And
"above all," he said, "the people who follow these parties . ] . constitute our
closest and most necessary alliCs." "If we sp'urn all those who don,t think like
us on every point," asked Servin, "who is there to help us brins about a
change_i" And he concluded: "The fight against
t.rri..r.y to i"rro*rr.r,
is absolutely indispensable and se.ctarianiim islot to "rry
bs considered as a nohle and
excusable failing."

_ Meanwile, the war continucs and intensifies in Algeria and the France of
De Gaulle will no more be able to crush it than werc his predecessors. And

the solidarity of the colonial peoples, and their strength

This is true

"..om,ll"ter.
of Asia and Latin America ind is the meaning of Bandung.
It is true of Africa
ir
the
meaning
of
the
recent
(April
tl-zz)
Con{elence
of Independent
1qd.
African states held at Accra, the capital of Ghana, a conference singulaily neglected by the American press.
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But that neglect only underlines the importancc of this unique and historic
conference. Represented at it, for the first time, were ofrcial delegations from
all the independent African peoples: Ghana, Liberia, Ethiopia, the United Arab
Republic, the Republic of Sudan, Tunisia, Morocco, and Libya. None of these
countries is socialist; most of them have been identified in the past much more
closely with the "West" than with the "East." Yet, these delegates unanimously
adopted resolutiors in favor of disarmament and peace, world-wide economic and
cultural cooperation, and in utter condemnation of racism which cut at the po-

litical and ideological foundations of imperialism. And specifically on Algeria,
the independent African governments unqualifiedly condemned France for rts
continuance of the war and its refusal to grant independence to Algeria, and
they afirmed their "determination to make every possibie efiort with a view
to helping the Algerian people towards the attainment of independence."
Meanwhile, the billion peoples of the Socialist sector and their governments
will exert their will and their might in opposition to the imposition of fascism
upon France. Whatever may be the particular diplomatic and political develop
it is today a truth of such dimensions that it must give
not
only
to
De
Gaulle
but to those dominating him, including the whole
Inuse

ments, that uuth remains;

NATO

apparatus.

Ihe

Soming filichigan Electiom

By William Allan

Tnr nyrs oF THE NATToN will be on
Michigan this fall when elecrion results are tabulated. It is here that
G. Mennen Williams will be making his try for a sixth term as governor and warming up for the 1916o
campaig& when he hopes to be the
Democratic nominee for President.

A paramount issue, which suffers
from neglect by labor and the electoral coalition which it leads, is the
fight to ban nuclear weapons and
end nuclear tests. A Michigan
Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy has been set up, headed by the
noted liberal Dr. Henry Hitt Crane.
Williams has been campaigning for Over 6o prominent Michiganders, inPresident for a year, and speaks as cluding UAW president Walter Reumuch outside the state on national tler, signed a full-page ad supportand international issues as he does in- ing its stand. But the movement
side Michigan.

A

The crisis in France rrioj, mrr,. ,1. ,."ti,y l, .n. danger of fascism, and
of war; it emphasizes again the truth that monopoly capitalism drives towards
these expedients, and that only organized, conscious resistance will guarantee
their defeat.
The French events emphasize the corrosive power of racisml the fact that en
slaving one people vitiates the freedom of the slaveowners. Thcy illuminate, too,
tle real nature of the bourgeois state, with its bureaucracy and its administrative machinery dedicated to the services of the monopolists and contemptuous of democracy or even lcgality. They show once again that it is reac'
tion which is the source of violence in the modern world, violence both domestic and international.
The French events demonstrate that in the modern era

it is the working class
which bears the destinies of the nation upon its shoulders; that the interests of
this class and of the people as a whole fundamentally are one. It shows again
that the staunchest definders of liberty-those in the forefront, those first arrested
and tortured by reaction-are the Communists. In France only the Cbmmunist
Party as a Party has emerged from the trials of May and ]une, 1958 with honor
untainished and with popular prestige enhanced. This great Party of the Martyrs,
of the Resistance, of ihe Natibn, once again carries forward the best traditious
of

France.
We salute the Party of Peri and Eluard, of Picasso and Aragon, of Thorez and

Duclos. This Party of the Working Class of France-iu the closest solidarity
with the Party in Algeria-will succeld in the struggle for a France that is free,
strong, democratic and peacefrrl.

central issue in the 1958 Michigan election is the state's half a mil-

lion jobless (which may rise to

remains essentially middle class and
church-led, with labor having little
participation in it. And Governor
Williams, evidently oblivious to this
Michigan peace movement, continues to play up the cold war and to

by Labor Day), with r5o,ooo
having exhausted their unemployment compensation and an addi- engege in Red-baiting.
tional r4,ooo doing so each month.
Another major issue is the Too,ooo
What seems to cause Governor
UAW members working in the Gen- Williams much more concern is that
eral Motors, Ford and Chrysler the CIO bloc in the AFL-CIO on
plants without a contract for the state and national levels may go
first time in zr years.
for Senator Paul Douglas for PresiIn the 6eld of civil rights, a seri- dent and Senator Robert Kennedy
6oo,ooo

for

ous problem is created by the poisonous White Citizens Council operat-

ing an underground

organization,

aided and abetted by police, politicians and the ruling class, attacking
Negro citizens and organizing hoodlum attacks on homes. And the
manufacturers and their stooges are
organizing to fight for thc intro-

duction in the next session of the
State Legislature of a "right-toscab" bill.
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Vice-President in ry6r.. Both
men have been in Michigan lately.
Douglas came in May, and shortly
afterwards came out with his proposal that the government cut the
excise tax on cars from ro per cent
to zYz per cent and ask the Big
Three to cut prices. He declared
the UAW would "revise" its demands if this happened. Kennedy
has long been rubbing elbows with
the PAC strategists of UAW's Soli-

COMING MICHIGAN ELECTIONS
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In the midst of all this maneuvering and speculation, the labor-led
Michigan electoral coalition has been
Negro citizens and organizing hoodworking diligently at the grass-roots
level. In the ten years of the coalition's existence, it has elected 35
unionists and nine Negroes to the
State Legislature. In the person of
Williams, it has five times elected
a pro-labor, pro-civil rights governor. All the state officials are pro-

De'
councilman,
Nigro
a
troit now hai
William Patrick, |r. Three Negroes
were recently elected to the citY
councils in River Rouge, Pontiac
and Muskegon. And Michigan
has one of the three Negro members
of. Congress, Charles Dggt, lt.
Howevef,, much still remains to be
done in extending rePresentation
and democratic rights to Michigan's
35o,ooo Negro citizens.
As the state Prepares to vote ln
the August 5 primaries, the laborled coalition hai raised its sights for
the coming elections. At the Precinct level, in preparation for selecting convention delegates in 196o,
practiially every precinct throughout
ihe state'has either a labor candi-

labor.

date

court. It includes one former UAW
sit-down striker, George Edwards,
who studied law, became a judge
and two years ago was elected to
the Michigan Supreme Court by
over Boo,ooo votes-the highest vote
ever obtained by any candidate in a
Michigan election.
The coalition also elected a labor
senator, Pat McNamara, former
president of the AFL Pipefitters
Union. In Detroit, it elected six
Democrats to the City Council in
1957, and backed the present mayor,
Louis Miriani, as part of the coali-

coalition forces and in others

darity House in Detroit, in addition
to seeking to build his standing
through his role on the McClellan
Committee. Men like Douglas and
Kennedy see in Walter Reuther the
next president of the AFL-CIO
when George Meany retires.

made

in Negro rePresentation.

or labor-backed candidate run-

The Michigan State Supreme ning. This year the Teamsters'
Court, once a legal rubber-stamp Union is running candidates in many
for the Michigan Association of precincts, both Republican and
Manufacturers, now is a 5-3 liberal Democrat, in some cases with the

tion ticket.
Important advances have

been

in op

position to them.
Also, for the first time, every one
of the rro seats in the Michigan
House of Representatives will be
contested by a coalition candidate.
At present, the Democrats are seven
short o{ a majority and are working
feverishly to win it. In the State
Senate, the Democrats hold eleven
of the 34 seats. Gus Scholle, state
AFL-CIO president, estimates that
roo labor candidates will be in the
field and at least 35 Negro candidates. Both are all-time highs. Some
cf the Negro candidates are also
from the ranks of organized labor.
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. In the Congressional races, sights
have been raised in two key spoi so
far. In Detroit's First Congressional

darling of the white supremacist elements in lily-white Dearborn. He
tells unionists he sees no need for
FEPC laws, and declares he is "fight-

it

plomacy by sending unionists to meer
with unionists on peace and co-ex-

District, Russell Brown, i leading
figure in the Negro community, i-s ing the labor bosses."
running on the Democratic ticket
Stellato, who has some substantial
against the white "liberal" incurn- Democratic support, is known in the
bent T. Machrowitz. Two years
area as an advocate of a new peo'been
ago, Machrowitz could have
ple's party. He believes that labor
beaten by Negro woman Statc Sena- cannot forever tail the present two
tor Cora Brown, had the electoral parties, that it must fight to build
coalition even remained neutral in its own machinery in order to elect
the primary. This time, Governor labor people to office.
Williams has announced his neuBoth Brown in the First and Steltrality,, and labor is tinder consider- lato in the Sixteenth are hitting on
able pressure to follow suit.
jobs and civil rights as the big issues. And Stellato declares that the
THE STELLATO CANDIDACY
opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway
should be the signal for ships of all
In
one
of
the
biggest
workinglands,
including socialist, to sail in
_
class Congressional districts in the bringing trade which will create jobs.
United States, Michigan's Sixteenth,
In this connection, Gus Scholle
another Democratic Congressman, recently told newsmen that he has
John Lesinski, is being challenged always favored trade with all nafor the seat by Carl Stellato, UAW tions, is for peaceful co-existence,
Ford Local 6oo president. He has and feels striped-pants diplomacy
entered the race, Stellato says, be- should be replaced by overalls dicause he believes

represented

is time labor was

by its own

congress-

men, not merely by politicians who
"vote right." He states: "With close
to six million unemployed,
mmy
of the politicians labor 'r.,pport.d,
while willing to vote right, do not
get into the Congressional District
and organize the workers to beat the
depression. That's what Congresv
men have to do and where they have
to be, in the district helping their
constituents."

Lesinski, though he has a good
voting record, is a banker and the

He said he would like to
an exchange of auto workers'

istence.
see

delegations, and would like to be part

of an American delegation.
This peace seasoning in Michigan
politics needs to be popularized
among the zVz million worker:s in the
state. And especially it must be

brought home

ro

Governor Wil-

liams.

THE REPUBLICAN PARTY
The Republican Party of Michigan

3o

COMING MICHIGAN ELECTIONS
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is at this point run by two retired
The Republican Party is -p-ay-i1tg
big business tycoons-Don Ahrens, great attention to the powerful
Ne'
tormer vice president of General gro people's movement tor increased
Motors, and Ernest Kantzler, for- Lprisentation. But despite white
mer reasurer of the Ford Motor supremacist acts by white labor
Company. These two have already leaders and refusals to back Negro
raised a kitty of $r,z5o,ooo for thl candidates, the Negro political acprimaries. The money was raised tion groups have not gone to the
at a gathering in Detroit Masonic GoP; bui have taken a stronglY
Temple, where 5oo employers paid independent position while remaina minimum oI $5oo a seat to hear ing within the coalition. The NeWalter Reuther hung, drawn and gro people's movement is todaY a
quartered by reactionary Senator mature,- well-organized, articulatc
Barry Goldwater of Arizona,
body of people putting forward canKantzler, when he was Ford treasurer, had his name on the checks
paid out to former UAW president
Homer Martin by Harry Bennett to
split the union back in 1939. Now
Homer Martin and a former Demo-

cratic congressman, Frank Flook,
have set up a group calling itself
"State Reform Democrats." Its aim
is to split the ranks of the electoral

didates and programs, and influenc-

ing

Michigan Negro citizens without whom the coalition
could not win.
35o,ooo

ROLE OF THE COMMTINISTS

In the light of this situation in
the state, the Michigan State Committee of the Communist Party has
coalition.
presented a program for uniting the
Martin is running for U.S. Senator Party and moving it into the mainon the Democratic ticket, where the stream of the election struggle. The
incumbent Senator Potter and Lieu- Party seeks to influence the elections
tenant Governor Phil Hart are the in the interests of the people. Realizleading contenders. He flays Reu- ing that their outcome will be dether and Communism at every turn, termined through the two major poand runs interference for Potter, litical parties, the Party is not inwho follows the Goldwater antiJabor difierent to the struggles within
line. He is also t ying to win the thern.
Carl Winter, state chairman of the
poor farmers away from their alliance with labor, which has been Michigan C,ommunist Parry, told a
growing in recent years. A couple of forum on the 1958 elections recently
years ago, as a "daily farmerr" he that the Communist Party particisplit the S,ooo.member dairy farm- pates with labor in its struggles both
ers' organization in the midst of a in the economic and political fields.
strike against National Dairies and He said that it does not endorse dre
Democratic Party or its candidates,
Borden.

but is not unconcerned about tire
struggles within that party brought
on by labor's participation.
The Parr,v, he stated must join

in

directing the election campaign

toward fighting for aid to t}e unemploved, a tax program in the interests of the working people (rvho now
pav 68 per cent of the state's taxes
as against 18 per cent by the big

corporations), FEPC, peaceful coexistence and trade, and other such
goals.

At the same time, he pointed out,
people are questioning capitalism
and talking about the need for
changes in the social system. The
fight for such changes must be led
by the working class. The establishment of the electoral coalition in
Michigan is a great step forward,
rhough COPE and the coalition still
,,FREE

confine their suPPort to the two
major parties an8-do not challenge
the- profit system. Serious advocates
of socialism'must participate in elections among the people, and where
labor is active.
The Trotskyite Socialist Workers
Party and the Socialist Labor Party,
botlr viciously anti-Soviet, are on the
Michigan ballot, from which thc
Michigan Commufirist PartY is
barred. The Party will issue materials in its own name during the

will speak to
people at meetings, rallies, picnics-election campaign, and
rvherever

it can. It will issue a 1958
for mass distribu-

election platform

tion in t}re state and will seek in
every way to be part of the people's
stmggles

Gen. Massu,

in

for

peace, security and

democratic rights.

WORLD" MORALITY

"The asc of a grim third degree was unaaoidab:l.y

in Algcria.

3r

necessary to ertitpate teftot

whose hands the dccision lay, is a deeply religious

man, anho sufiereil a scuere ctisk ol consciencc belore issaing the necessary order,

But first hc himself submitted to the torrures that he ordered, and he f*rther
commanded all otha ofiiccrs inaolacd in the matter to ilo as hc did, so thot they
might say they had inllbtell no safferiags

ol

othqs tha they had not borne

themsclucs."

I*"ph Alrcp in thc Pads cdition of rhc Hcrald Tibunc,lune
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TWO GERMANYS AND WAR DANGER

Ihe Two Germanys and the War Danger
By George Lohr
Germany is in the heart of Europe; the problems of its people emt
great inlluencc upot all humanity, Moreouer, the question ol Germany
and its policies haue been central to the struggle against ouar lor a century,

comes ,reus ol trernendous mass meetings, inuolaing
of thousands ol people-as in Hamburg anil Brenen-protesting
Adenaucr's deaision to accept atofir;c ueapons for the Bundeswehr; sitnul-

From V/cst Germany
scores

taneously, on May l.3, Adenauer's goaernment began a mass trial ol twenty-

three mcn and women charged utith the "clin d' of being Communias.
that the article uhich follows-written for us by a resident
ol Berlin uho liaed and worfted lor many years in our country-will be
fwnd helplul by all who seeft a deeper understanding ol the natu,re of
the two Germanys today, their relationship to the question ol war or pcace,
and the ftnotty problem of German unification-Editor.

It is belieuEd

of the German Europe-is summed up the irreconf)emocratic Republic. But it is also cilable conflict between two social
a divided city, and only a few feet systems. There is no doubt that in
beyond the crossings into the west, western Germany, as elsewhere, the
there is the Germany of Chancellor future belongs to socialism.
The present reality, however, is
Adenauer and Nazi General Speidel.
rule,
that
there are two Gerrhan states,
the
in
the
east,
workers
Here
together with their democratic allies. one socialist and one capitalist. The
There, power is in the hands of the west German bourgeoisie, in line
multi-millionaires, mostly the very with its predatory class interests, resame ones as during Hitler's time. fuses to accept this reality. As part
Here is the Germany that is the west- of NATO's over-all aim, it is seekernmost sector of the socialist world. ing to undermine the GDR. It is
There is the Germany whose leaders, plotting to forcibly incorporate the
as strongest allies of the Washington GDR into a capitalist Germany and
war crowd, threaten the peace of Eur- wage imperialist aggression east and
ope and, with it, the whole world. west so as to establish its economic
Here is the Germany of socialiim. and political mastery' over all of
There is the Germany of finance Europe. Such aggression would not
capital. Here is what is new and only mean atomic rvar in Europe,
growing. There is what is old and bug very likely would unleash World
War III. That is why people everydying.
In this basic contrast between two where, including those in the United
parts of the same country-the most States who want peace, have a most
highly industrialized in western vital stake in what the diplomats
Brm,ru rs rHE

cAPITAT,
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call the "German question."
Let us look at it this way. Supposing, after World War II, there
had been no basic re-organization
anywhere in Germany, that all of
Germany was today ruled by Aden-

auer and his clique of Nazi generals and monopolists-would it
then not be much easier for the
Dulles-Adenauer imperialist cabal
to hurl the world over the brink into
the inferno of a new world war?
But something did happen, the
Potsdam agreement was carried out
in one part of Germany, and the
first workers and farmers state in
German history came into existence.
It is this state, peaceful by its very
socialist nature, which today is waging a bitter and determined struggle against the atomic incendiaries
in Bonn. In so doing, it is true to
the national interests of all Germany
and it is true to the highest principles of international solidarity,
not only to its class brothers, but to
all people who want peace.
GERMAN RBUNIFICATION

This brings us to the much-debated issue of German unity. Here

it

should be said at once that, while

Dulles and Adenauer keep talking
unity with pious tongues they in
fact are using the issue strictly as
a whipping post to increase tension
and even sabotage summit meetings.
These people do not want unification, and never did. They want the
German Democratic Republic to
commit suicide, the workers to rerurn the factories to the former
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owners, the small Private as well as
the cooperative farmers to givg -bacf
the land to the f6rmer feudal land-

holders, and

all the area of

the

GDR to become incorPorated into
an imperialist GermanY. In other
words,-Bonn wants the working class
and its allies to trade their socialist
gains for the mess of capitalism. But

the working class isn't going to act
as its own executioner.
The rg45 Potsdam agreement
called foi the establishment of a
democratic and peaceful GermanY.
But the government of the German
Federal Republic is neither democratic nor peaceful. On the contrary,
the development there has been in a
direction diametrically opposed to
the directives of the Potsdam agreement. In the German Democratic
Repu lic, on the other hand, the
Poisdam agreement has been carried
out to the letter, and served as the
guidepost of its whole post-war development.

Almost before the ink was dry

Potsdam agreement, its directives, and with it the basis for

on the

the creation of a united Germany,

were sabotaged by the West German

working hand in glove
occupation powers. Then came the creation of the
separate German Federal Republic
as an ofrcial divisive act, and on an
economic, political, and ideologicai
basis directly contrary to the Potsdam agreement. After that, the
Bonn government continually refused, time and time again, the Soviet proposals for the creation of a
unified, desrocratic and peaceful

ruling

class,

with the western
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Germany. Only last January, Bundestag member Dr. Gustav Heinemann reminded Adenauer that he
had rejected, out of hand, a Soviet

in ry52 for free, all-German
elections under four-power control,
the only proviso having been thai

proposal

a unified Germany ioin no militarv

alliances. Heinemann, formerly minister of the interior in Adenauer's
cabinet, resigned his post because of
basic disagreement with Adenauer's
war policies.
But in r95z Adenauer and his mo-

nopolists were looking toward future membership in NATO that
would aid them in achieving their
imperialist aims. Now that Bonn is

part of NATO, is expecting atomic
weapons for its troops and has consolidated the dictatorship of finance
capitalism, there is this insistent de-

mand

for "unification"-by

force.

Evidently, this is nothing but provocative war incitement.
DEVELOPMENTS

IN TI{E EAST

to the German
Democratic republic, what has been
the development therel There the
Turning now

Potsdam decisions, answering the
basic democratic needs of the working class and the people as a whole,
were put into practice. These decisions, it should be remembered did
flot have a socialist b,ut an antifascist, democratic content. There
were the ideological demands that
all Nazi infuence in press, school,
culture and all other phases of
thought be rooted out, along with
race hatred and national chauvinism. On the political front, the
Potsdam decisions were directcd to

the punishment of all Nazi war
criminals and the removat of all
Nazis from official posts. Dealing
with German economy, the Potsdam
decisions demanded the breaking
up of all the big cartels and monopolies.

All these anti-fascist, democratic
decisions, which according to the
Potsdam signatories were to prepare
Germany to reconstruct its life on a
democratic and peaceful foundation,

were carried out in the east. In
addition, a land reform, which was
a long overdue bourgeois-democratic
task, was carried out by breaking
up the large feudal estates of the
Prussian Junkers and dividing them
among the landless, rural poor. This
land reform and the Potsdam decisions, especially in the economic
arena, found the fuIl support of the
great majority of the populace. The
nationalization of the banks and big
enterprises-without compensationwas considered just punishment of
the monopolists who had established
the fascist dictatorship to serve

their class interests.
Here it is important to underscore
that, while the Communists natur-

ally provided the leadership in executing the Potsdam decisions, most
of the leaders of the other political
parties likewise gave this move their
full backing. They also agreed with
the Communists that the next logical step for Germany was toward a

higher form of society-socialism.
This national front, composed of
non-Marxist parties, the trade unions and mass organizations, and led

by the

Socialist

Unity Party,

was
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subsequently even further devel- duty. Of course, this doesn't rnean
oped, and constitutes the basis of unifrcation at any Price, and a sharP
government.
struggle is being waged at .present
This advance toward socialism ,n"inrt certain individuals who cau'
therefore arose logically out of the ti'on a "go slow" policy in the deanti-fascist democratic action to deprive the Nazi monopolists of their
property. By passing out of their
hands and into the common owner-

ship of the people, the economic
foundation of socialism was created.

At the same time, with the complete smashing of the Nazi state machine in the wake of anti-fascist

victory, the peaceful assumption of
power by the working class and its
democratic allies was not only made
possible, but became a historic necessity.

velopment of socialist policy_ in 9rder,-so they say, not to widen the
rift between the two German states
and thereby impair the ProsPect of
unification. Evidently, such an orientation would be a grave betraYal
of the interests of the working class
both in the GDR and in west Germany. Quite to the contrary, t}tc
government and party in the GDR

are pursuing a policy of the most

rapid blilding of socialism, in order
to provide a higher living standard
for its workers and people, and at

For the first time there is the same time to demonstrate the
a Germany which does not in- superiority of socialism to the west
spire fear in the minds of its neigtr- German working class. By the same
bors. With its Polish and Czecho- token, and of particular moment
slovak neighbors, there are the clos- to the supporters of peace, the
est and most friendly relations. strengthening of socialism in the
These socialist countries appreciate GI)R means that it is continually
what it means, especially with the better equipped to wage the strugwest German NATO revanchists gle against the Bonn militarists.
This struggle is in the first place
making ominous tlreats, to have
this new democratic Germany on the responsibility of the German

their side. But there are also people working class east and west. This
in high places of western Europe means unity of working-class action
who at least indirectly pay tribute against the enemies of Germany and
to the peaceful nature of the GDR of world peace, and the achievement
when they ofier the opinion pri- of such unity of action the Socialist
vately that the division of Germany Unity Party has tlerefore made
is a good thing because it reduces the cornerstone of its policy. Unity
the threat of a new European war. of working-class action means strugBut the German Democratic Re- gle against the atomic armament
public and its Socialist Unity Party, of west Germany, against west Gerby no means satisfied with the status man membership in NATO and it
quo, rightfully consider the bringing means a fight to the finish agsinsg
about of unification as a historic the whole gang of monopolists who
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rule west Germany. It

means

a

struggle for the creation of an atomfree zone in the heart of Europe, a
demand that is daily gaining new
support.

Such unity of working class action means also a struggle for the
holding of a plebiscite in both German states as to whether or no
either Germany is to have atomic
weapons. This proposal, originally
made by Otto Grotewohl, Prime
Minister of the GDR, has found
such a strong echo in west Ger-

many that the

cation, the conditions exist for the
creation of a democratic and peacc-

ful

Germany.

Not only are such

conditions lacking today, but the de-

cision to turn west GermanY into
an atomic base of aggression also
puts into jeopardy the chances of
r ealizing confederation.
The west German ruling class,
with every step it has taken sinCe
1945, has systematically moved away

from Potsdam and toward its present
position as NATO's most powerful
and dangerous European Partner.

Social-Democratic

Now revanchist Nazi generals will

leadership has come forward with
the same demand.
On a government level, the GDR
has proposed to the German Federal
Republic, as a first step to the crea-

place atomic weapons at the borders

tion of a unified, democratic and
peaceful Germany, the confederation of the two states. Such a confederation, with an appropriate council as link, should start off, according to the GDR proposal, with a
three-point agreement: no stationing
or production of atomic weapons
on German soil; withdrawal of both
states from NATO and the Warsaw
Pact; and an appeal to the Big Four
for an early gradual withdrawal of
their troops.
In other words, the GDR does not
put as a pre-condition for unification the socialist transformation of
society in west Germany. That decision, in good time, is up to the
workers and their democratic allies
in that state. But the interests of the
German people, and of world peace,
do demand that, before there can be
any serious consideration of re-unifi-

of the GDR, Poland and Czechoslovakia, ready for attack. Millions
of west Germans are now fighting
to reverse that Bundestag decision,
and in their "battle against atomic
death" they are striking a heavy
blow against the whole Adenauer
clique.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF
SOCIALISM IN THE G.D.R.
does it go with the building
socialism when a nation is divided and when that sector which is
building socialism has an open door

How

of

to the sector ruled by imperialism,
and by an imperialism, to boot,
which is especially virulent and aggressivel Evidently, such conditions
make for special problems, economi-

cally as well as ideologically. Keep-

ing in mind

these problems, how-

ever, progress is nevertheless extremely substantial.
Just to bring home the seriousness
of one of these problems, it rr,rust
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cialist production and eliminating
bottle necks. Only recendy there was
a heavy public polemic with an eco-

nomic expert and leading member
of the central committee because
of his undue stress on the role of
managerial personnel in building
socialism. While the discussion naturally did not detract one iota
from the importance and need of
highly trained managers, it was
nevertheless emphasized that socialism cannot be built by managers
simply giving orders to be carried
out, but by mobilizing the full creative genius, and by continually developing the socialist consciousness,
of the working people. In line
with this, a re-organization was undertaken which, while retaining
and strengthening centrd planning,
will simplify the whole economic
apparatus and transfer much more
responsibility down bclow. In this
way, among other thifrgs, the initiative of the working people will
be able to unfold in a much better
manner. In proposing this re-organization, Walter Ulbricht, first secretary of the Socialist Unity Party,
called for a struggle against restrictive bureaucratism, formal administrative methods and against a philistine isolation from the workers.
This of course means coming to
grips every day with old methods of
work which spring from old methods of thinking, and this holds not
only for economic questions but applies to every phase of the socialist
transformation of society. Ulbricht
said recendy that the "building of

socialism is in the first Place an
education of peoPles." This is a
profoundly ffua statement, an'd one
which American progressives ought
to ponder in all its manY imPlications in evaluating the day-to-day developments of the historical plgcess
going on in the socialist world.

-

In- the GDR this "education of
people" has its own special aspect
which is also brought about bY the
division of Germany in two states

that are politically, economically
and ideologically in basic antagon-

ism. They have a common heritage
of a deep humanism and of a magnificent culture that have contributed much to the advancement of
universal thought and to the world
treasury of arts. But they also share
the distortion and mutilation of this
heritage by monopoly capitalism,
long before and especially during the
hell of fascist barbarism.
Now there are two German

states.

In

one, the old ideological

structure, somewhat refurbished and

brought up to date to suit the ob
scurantist needs of such slogans as
"People's capitalismr" still serves
German imperialism. In the other,
the superstructure is being remodelled with great effort to give
expression to the new society and
to serve the cause of socialism.
It's hard for many people to make
a break with the old, especially when
it is right there on view across an
open border, and when its proponents, by means of a varied and skillful propaganda machine, deftly
weave millions of t}reads to old

socialist democracy proceeds
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in

the

habits, prejudices and concepts. The
appeal of bourgeois nationalism is
potent and insidious.

front lines of the thss struggle, and

of

the class struggle.

In

any concession to bourgeois infttence

this regard too, some voices would only retard and make more
among intellectuals want to proceed difficult the building of socialism.
with iaution, a kind of ideological Socialist democracy is not an abstracpeaceful co-existence, in order al- tion that develoPs in a vacuum. It
Iegedly not to disturb the chances develops relative to the conditions of
reunification.

It is quite

reveal-

ing that the most ardent advocates
But
existence in reality would mearl of- more "democratization" in the
capitulation to bourgeois society, GDR are t}re same west German
when the job is to demonstrate the politicians who have oudawed the
superiority of the new society. There- Communist Party and who want
fore the Socialist Unity partY is less and less bourgeois democracY
pressing for more polemic, not less, for the working peoPle of west Geramong the intellectuals of the GDR, many, so as to reduce oPPosition to
in order to develop new thinking Bonn's war plots, and who even re'
and to come to grips with the old fuse the right to a plebiscite as to
whether or no the Bundeswehr is to
ideology in every phase of life.
Much already has been done in have atomic weapons.
The German working class
that direction, and an observer of soits allies are building a
and
cialist construction in the GDR sees
socialist and peaceful Gernew,
that
the
phenomenon
the interesting
very daily and even hourly clash of many out of the ruins of fascism.
two ideologies, necessitated by the By so doing, they are weakening the
physicd closeness of the class enemy, war camp and strengthening the
such ideological peaceful co-

By so doing, they have
linked their arm in friendship with
all those in the United States and
everywhere else who stand for peace

has produced an ideological struggle
on a relatively high level.
There are those who think that the
fight against dogmatism means con-

peace camp.

ciliation with capiulist ideology. But
in the GDR, the struggle to advance

and progress.

*

China's Great Leap Year
By Hu Chiao-mu

A rnw

DAYS AFrER

the close of the

second session of the 8th National
Congress of the Communist Party of
China, the London Times, on May

3rst, published a leading article en-

titled "Great Leap Year." The article comments on Comrade Liu
Shao-chi's report at the session in the
following terms:
We may look in vain, amids these
of jargon, for anything lively,

pages

original or

hopeful

but

some
a coun-

galvanizing there has to be for
uy that must be lagging a litde from
its eflorts of the past eight years, so

bored, and try now there must increasingly be visible signs of progress, yet the gaiety and the liveliness
can hardly fourish in the'bleak ideo'
logical soil of today."
What a striking contrast the commentary forms with the stirring activity that marks Chinese life todayl This calls to my mind two lines
of a poem written by Liu Yu-hsi,
a po€t of the Tang dynasty, which
read: "Past the sunken boat, a thou.
sand sails; beyond the diseased oak,

The imperialist West is aged and decaying
rorooo sap-green trees."

like the diseased oak and the sunken
boat.
But the socialist East is flourof the "great leap forward." Tiiere
is no specific objective behind this slo- ishing and hopeful like a thousand
gan. The obiectives, such as they are, sails racing ahead and ro,ooo trees
remain arduously distant, with the rz. turning green. The aged West can
year agricultural program-now re- neither keep pace with her nor unvised for the third time-and the derstand the youthful East. The
"surp-ass the British" campai[n-in Western bourgeoisie is drawing its
which victory is promised -r{ years last breath in its crumbling world.
hence.
Really there is nothing lively, original or hopeful to be seen among the
Following snatches of the economcapitalist class. Therefore, the bouric policy set forth in the repoft, pregeois diehards refuse to see, believe
sented according to his own viewor recognize what is created by the
point, the leader writer went on to
working people.
say: "In some ways this may offer
that the leader-writa little inspiration to these' hard- er Itof isthenatural
London Times should look
working people. Though most of at Comrade Liu
Shao-chi's report
them must be working too hard to be
so sulkily and regard it as full of incomprehensible "jargon." The bourjf .r.l,H:i geois rulers in the imperialist
i:;)'
lo"i"iig,:t.
,;fi,:'"lt'i'a*"fr
counpublished by the Crntial Comittei oa iti-G;
tries have been using all sorts of nice
munist Prty of China.-H.
this year..has been decreed as the year
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words to deceive the people and
every kind of coercion to browbeat
the people, $o as to make them toil
and sweat for the rulers' benefit.
But the people always react with
inertia, distrust and non-cooperation. A leader-writer sitting in the
office of the London Times, observing the life of socialist countries by
the yardstick of the experience of
the bourgeois rulers, is bound to
assume that the Chinese people
"must be flagging from their efiorts
of the past eight years" and "working too hard to be bored" and that
"gaiety and liveliness can hardly
flourish."

An

interesting contras

to

the

comment of the London Times is a
dispatch sent on May 4 by Frederick Ellis, City Editor of. the Daily
Express from Peking, 8,ooo miles
from London. In that dispatch, he

reported on the voluntary work of
building the Ming Tombs reservoir
as follows:

I suspected that for them all, soldiers
and civilians alike, it was the old
army method of volunteering. This,
however, is genuine volunteering, and
there is even a waiting list. . . . These
Chinese were working with a fervor
and enthusiasm I have seldom seen
equalied other than by the university
boat crews on the trip from Putney to
Mortlake. It was a genuine enthusiasm of the people for Communism.
It was a living example of the way the
regime has captured the imagination
of the people, harnessed and mobilized
the nation's mind,
However, even if the British bour-

4I

geois press publishes more such re-

[orts (which at most would reflect
an infinitesimal fraction of the revo'
lutionary enthusiasm of the Chinese
people and must inevitably be tainted
the
the

i"ith vr.ious kinds of preiudice),
bourseois mind in Britain and

*h.,ii western world would not be
changed. Historically,

,*

no

reaction-

.lass and political forces have
.uL, b..r, able'to see the objective
world as it really is. At all times
thev over-estimated their own
,t.Jngth and under-estimated the
strength of the progressive class that
was developing against their will.
The feudal ruling class thought
their rule permanent, not believing
that the peasants and the bourgeoisie
had the strength to overtfuow them.
In the same way, when caPitalism
has already become an obstacle to
the further growth of the productive
forces, the bourgeoisie still believe
that capitalism will last, and refuse
to believe that the proletariat can
shatter the capitalist system and establish the socialist system instead.
When the Soviet Union emerged,
they predicted that it could not long
survive. When the Soviet Union put

forward its first F'iveJear plan,
they said it was a mere dream. When
the Second World War broke out,
they waited for Hitler to conquer
the Soviet Union. When the Chinese revolution appeared on the stage

of history, they

made similar calcu-

lations.

The reason why Chiang Kai-shek
rejected internal peace

in

launched the nationwide

1945 and

civil

war
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in ry46 was because he and his are livin-g--a much better life than
Unit6,i States imperialist masters before. We have a larger - P"p11"'
believed themselves^ to possess deci- tion now, but our progress is an in,lu. ,.rp..io.ity. when'chiang Kai- .alculable number of times quicker
ril.f. ."'*. ," irief, the United"States than the growth of ?y population'
masters again There areln China still persons who
;;; ;,il; i-i.rirtitt
^
believed that the Chinese p.o[1.'u persist in _ pessimism, but they . are
submerged in an ocean of optimistic
;;;;t";.;, would not be ,Uti to people.
ind the.only thing to be worwithout
Solve its economic problems
American aid. In Ar'rgrrtt r94g,Dear- ried about is their own future'
Acheson, then Secretary of State,
wrote of the population of China in
a letter to President Truman as
"creating an unbearable pressure

upon the land," and declared that
no Chinese government could solve
the problem of feeding this population. Disbelieving in the possibility
of consolidating the victory of the
Chinese revolution, he openly called

on

China's "democratic individualists" to rise and pull down the peo-

ple's government. At that time,
Comrade Mao Tse-tung refuted
Acheson in a commentary, in which
he said:

THE PEOPLE'S STRENGTH
Belief or disbelief in the strength
of the masses of people is the basic
dividing line between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie

Among all things on earth, man

is

miracles can be created so long as
there are men. 'We refute Acheson's
reactionary theory. We believe that
revolution can change all things. A

new China with a vast population,
rich resources, well-off livelihood, and
flourishing culture will materialize before long. All pessimistic views are utterly groundless.

It is almost nine years since that
time and who is right after all?
Without American four, the Chinese
people, far from starving to death,

well

as

that

standpoint

of the proletariat,

the

standpoint of Marxism, is certain to

believe that the outwardly Powerful forces of reaction are nothing
but a paper tiger which will sooner

or later be demolished, is

certain
people
are the only genuine creators of his-

to believe that the

the most precious. Under the leadership of the Communist Party, all

as

between Marxists and anti-Marxists,
between genuine Marxists and Psew
do-Marxists. Whoever takes thc

masses

of

tory and that they will undoubtedly
defeat all oppression and perform
all miracles. Nor will this belief
be shaken no matter how colossal
the difficulties facing the masses of
peopie may be. Conversely, whoever takes the standpoint of the bourgeoisie, the anti-Marxist or pseudoMarxist standpoint, is certain to mistake fantasy for substance, to believe
that the dollars and hydrogen bombs
of imperialism can decide everything,

and to look down on the strength
of the masses of people which appears for the time being relatively
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things to those who overestimate the
weak.
rt..rinth of the enemY and underesKautThe betrayd by Bernstein,
sky, and Plekhanov of the cause of tima6 the strength Lf th. PeoPle;
the proletariat had its root cause to combat the influence of bourgeois
in their disbelief in the suength of ideas. It is because the Chinese com'
the masses of people. Similarly, that munists have waged such struggles
the Yugoslav revisionists dare not that they are able to Put forward
stand on the side of the socialist the general line for the construction
camp in the international class strug- of socialism; exert the utmost efforts
gle, that they worship United States and press ahead consistendY to
imperialism as a god which still achievi greater, faster, better and
looks powerful for the time being, mor. econornical results; that they
is in effect due to their disbelief are able to put forward the heroic
in the strength of the masses of peo- slogan of catching up with and
ple, whatever rhetoric th.y use. overtaking Britain in fifteen years.
The revolutionary character which
The strength of the masses of Peo'
they once showed in the anti-fascist ple is inexhiustible. When we really
struggle gradually disappeared-after itimulated the energy of the people
their victory and now they seem- to the utmost, we soon found that the
ingly do not know how to survive slogan of catching up with Britain
without United States four and dol- in fifteen years was in fact a bit
lars. Consequently, they can only behind the times. Intentionally or
direct the spearhead of their attack unintentionally, the London Timcs
against the socialist camp and the did not mention that a modifying
communist parties of various coun- phrase "or in less time" had been
added to our slogan at the recent
tries.
session of our congress. Comradc
THE TASKS OF MARXTSTS
Lin-chih, Minister of Coal Industry,
in his article published in the PeoThe revolutionary ranks of the ple's Daily on fune 6th, estimated
proletariat are no free from the in- that by 1959, China's coal output
fluence of this bourgeois disbelief will reach or exceed z4o million tons
in the strength of the masses of peo- rvhereas Britain's coal oqtput in
ple. Proletarians are not born with rg57 was only zzo million tons. Thc
the ability to discern the false ap output of steel and iron and other
pearances from the essence of things, major industrial products will also
or the understanding that imperial- surpass that of Britain in much less
ism is bound to develop in the di- time than fifteen years. For inrection of negating itself. On Marx- stance, it was reported in the Peoists therefore devolve the following plds Daily of June 7th that more
tasks: To propagate the scientific than ro,ooo medium and small blast
truths of Marxism; to explain furnaces will be built next ycar
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alone and that these will have a
capacity of over zo million tons of
iron annually) or over one-third more
than Britain's iron outpu,t in ry57
which was r4r53o,ooo tons. We shall
also realize the national program
for agricultural developmenl Efore
1967. As Comrade Tan ChenJin
pcinted out at the congress, during
the second 5-year plan,

tlat

is, before

ry62, many provinces, municipall
ties and autonomous regions will

in the agricultural program.
Let the gentlemen of the bourgeoisie continue to dream their
sweet dreams. "Beyond the diseased
oak, rorooo sap-green trees." At any
rate, China is leaping forward toreach the levels set down

Ihe

wards a not-too-distant and concrete

goal. China will definitely surpass
Britain and it will not take fifteen
years. The world significance of this
great struggle of the 6oo million
Chinese people is obvious. Here
we only wish to make one point
clear: the things that can be achieved
by the Chinese people, a nation
which was so terribly backward and
which has been severely oppressed,
can certainly be achieved by any of
the backward and oppressed nations
of the world. The only require-

ment for this is that the masses of
people must have strong faith in their
own strength, unite to fight for a
new life, and never bow to the imperialists!

Austrian Socialist Party Program

By Franz Marek
MembcrofthcPoliticalBurcauo,|theAustrianCommunistParty
orosram of the A.S'P. can well be
to find an echo in the other
l*oE.t.d
the
A onarr PRocRAM was Put before

,..tiorrs of the Socialist International'
Benedikt Kautsky himself noted with
pride the ideological importance of
irir Prtty, when, Presenting the draft
program, he emphasized with satisi".tio, that the A.S.P. was the first
Socialist Party to elaborate a program since the Second World War.
- The last program of Austrian Sothe various organizations of the Party
since the beginning of this Year, cial-Democracy dates from the year
and is due to be completed bY MaY ry26. It played a rather imPortant
Austrian
1958, when a Special Congress is to part in the historY of the
is genand
movement
working-class
le frela and a final program adoPted.
"Linzer
Pro'
as
the
known
erally
the
The ideological outlook of
Linz,
at
adoPted
it
was
as
gramm"
has
(A.S.P.)
Party
Austrian Socialist
a significance that goes beyond the iapital of the province of UPPer
limits of a small country. This Party Austria.
This program was, quite rightlY,
is one of the strongest sections of
its
considered as a classic expression of
the Socialist International, and
Inthe
the trend known as Austro-Marxwithin
influence
ideological
ternational is traditional. During ism., i.e., of that particular trend
the years between the two world adopted by social democracy _iq Ay-twars, Otto Bauer, the leader of Aus- tria- which on the one hand loudlY
trian social-democracy: was, without proclaimed its faith in Marx and
any doub,t, one of the main leaders Marxism, whilst on the other it iusof the Soicalist International, of tified a policy which led to constant
which the Secretary was another retreat before reaction.
Thus when we Communists sPoke
Austrian, Friedrich Adler. After
time and after of the Linz
yet
at'that
it
wa$
World
War
the Second
another Austrian who was, until Program we emphasized in our conquite recently, Secretary of the So- siderations and criticisms the typicialist International; and it is not cal weaknesses of Austro-Marxisrn:
by accident that its last Congress, the distortion of the materialist conception of history transforming it
in |uly 1957, was held in Vienna.
The ideas contained in the new inio a fatalism which iustified every

of the Austrian Socialist
Party held at Salzburg in November i957-a program which had been
elaborated by a small commission
Ied by Benedikt KautskY, the son
of Karl Kautsky. The draft was not
discussed at the Salzburg Congress.
Discussion has been taking place in
Congress

45
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promised new program, declaring
on every question related it the same time that it must be a
to working-class powerl a negative program capable of winning electors
attitude to winning the peasants as from the petty bourgeoisie and the
allies--only to quote the more im- bourgeoisie, and thus obtaining the
portant points.
5r per cent votes of which the A.S.P.
But as a result of developments had dreamed for decades.
since the Second World War and of
the conceptions of the present prin- THE REVISIOMST
cipal politicians of the A.S.P., it beCAMPAIGN
comes necessary to pay more attention to the other points of the Linz
In this connection, and with this
Program: the recognition of the aim in view, already before the Condefeat as inevitable; indecision and
vagueness

fundamental ideas

of

Marxism, for

example: the class struggle; the clear

admission

that capitalism is

gress, various intellectuals and office
functionaries who had joined the

Party after the war, demanded a
total rejection of Marxism, the liberation from "archaic" forms of a
class party, complete abandonment
of "out-of-date" notions of the proship of the proletariar after the vic- letariat and the class struggle. In
tory of the working class.
the course of this discussion, which
It is precisely for this reason that preceded the elaboration of the draft
the leaders of the A.S.P. made haste, program, open support was given to
immediately after the end of the revisionism and the revisionist criwirr, to declare that the Linz Pro- tique of Marx. Referring to new
gram had become out of date and phenomena and new elements in sothat it was necessary to replace it ciety, ideas were put forward which
by a new program. A program of were, in fact, the ideas that Bernlimited and temporary action was stein had already put forward 6o
adopted in ry47 as a provisional so- years before, when he, alsq prolution; and in this they still spoke claimed that there were new pheof class war and the winning of so- nomena and new elements in socialism as the result of proletarian ciety.
class struggle. At the time of the
The slogan "Marx is out of date"
Presidential Elections of May ry57, is obviously iust as old as the critithe Socialist candidate, Dr. Scliarf, cism of Marx, in fact as old as Marxwas elected President of the Repub- ism itself, and it is put forward
lic thanks to Communist support; along with notions and conceptions
and it was then that the Gider- which are actually pre-Marxist.
ship of the A.S.P. thought that the
The draft program that has been
time had come to elaborate the put forward shows all the marks of
the

source of the danger of war. Although in a vague and false manner,
none the less the Linz Program recognized the necessity of the dictator-

AUSTRIAN SOCIALIST PARTY PROGRAM

this campaign. It is a contradictory document which in numerous
passages "corrects" mistakes which
makes elsewhere; certain sections
of it aprpear as a simple resume of a

it

discussion with mutually contradictory theses. To the draft Program,
which consists of two parts-a fundamental part and a resume of imme-

diate political demands-an additional section has been added which
numerous points contradicts the
fundamental section. It is not without reason that the central organ
of the main government party in
Austria, the Popular Catholic Party,
wrote concerning the draft, that an

in

efiort had been made "to

break

free from Marxism without ofiend-

ing the Marxist section of the Party's supporters." But the essence
of the program, the main direction
of its principles, is clear: renunciation of-Marxism, of the Marxist class
point of view, virulent anti-Communlsll1.

The draft program begins by a
of eflusions on the ideas of

series

"socialism" and "Democracyr" coP
ied almost textually from Bernstein's
book, which appeared in 1899, The
Conditions ol Socialistn and the
Tasfts ol Social Democrtuy.
According to the draft program,
socialism iJ nothing else than the
"flowering of personality." Nothing
else is said of this idea except that
it represents "the completion of democracy3'

Democracy soars above classes;
there is no such thing as bourgeois
democracy or socialist democracy;

47

there is only democracY in
(just as in Bernstein's book), yhigh
ii a state o[ society which alreadY
contains socialism' within itself.
Equally, there is an attemPt made
in- the draft program to Provide
an historic justification of these conceptions. Since Marx, everything is
itself

rnid tn have changed fundamentally:
there are no more incompatible class
contradictionsl on the basis of democracy, modern ideological trends
like conservatism, liberalism and socialism are coming nearer and nearer
to each other. A part of the conserva-

tives are said to have fallen for a
period into the error of fascism but
they were quickly cured by fascism
itself. The socialist working-class
movement is said to have succeeded
in the work of re-education, with,
as a result, conservatives becoming
more liberal, and the liberals better
understanding the necessity of government intervention. The three
"communities of modern thought"
thus merge into one fundamental
idea of "the economy ot a planned
community." Sweet and tender as a
breezn in spring is this world of
"democracy" where there is no more
class struggle, no more reaction, no
more proletariat-all these ideas are
absent from the draft program. And
as the point of departure is that
democracy has no class character, but

is a sort of

democracy

in

itselt

there is not within the draft program

the slightest refection of all those
problems of socialist democracy

in recent years have so much
preoccupied the international work-

which
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ing-class movement. How is the
leading role of the working people
expressed in the State and adminis-

trationl FIow can you

secure the

Untroubled

AUSTRIAN SOCIALIST PARTY PROGRAM

by the

"unfavorable
geographic" situation of many South

American countries or of that of
Spain and Portugal or Turkey, lib.
erty, democracy, the "approxima-

steadily increasing participation of
workers in the management of en- tion" of ideo,logical currents are proterprises and control of the State ap- claimed as the West. The East, by
paratusl What role must the trade contrast, locates "the reactionary dicunions play in the building of so- tatorships" where "an unrestricted
cialism?
despotism has reigned for thousands

All

these problems are ignored by

the draft program, just as it ignores
socialism itself. The draft speaks,

in the section

relating to immediate demands, of the necessity of an
"economic community" which must
embrace important enterprises like

the private capitalist

enterprises

which will continue to exist. But
you can look in vain for a definition
of the rights of the working people
in this "economic community," and,
of their democratic rights
with regard to the managemeni of
this economy. You will find in the
course of this hopeless search that
nowhere is the demand made that
above all,

these enterprises should become na-

tional property. This is rhe measure
of the extent to which "the approximation of modern ideological currents" has apparently been achieved.

EAST AND WEST

In view of the fact that in the
draft program the class outlook is
outdated, both democracy and dictatorship soar above classesl the
draft program operates rather according to the four points of the
comPass.

of

years."

The East is, for the draft program,
an ideological entity which embraces,

without distinction, the

U.S.S.R.,

the countries of the People's Democ.
racies, along with the liberated colonial peoples. All these are consid-

ered as reactionary countries, of
which the political and economic
revolutions are equally to be condemned, the economy is based
uniquely on war and armaments,
the standard of life is ceaselessly
falling, and democracy still has to
be achieved since its decisive representatives, the individual capitalists and the workers, do not exist
or are only beginning to exisr.
These countries are said to threatpeace by their thirst for power.
!f
That is why "democratic sociilism,,
re-gards them as

its "mortal enemy.,,

Moreover, "although in the West ihe
contradictions between capitalism and
socialism have evolved in a manner which makes possible a gradual

shading ofi within the frariework
of the rules of the democratic game,
and without it being necessary to
havc recourse to force," in the East,
for these "reactionary dictatorshipsr,;
the task still remains of creating^t(e

conditions necessary for democracy
through "democratic socialism." The

draft program even declares that
"revolutions, civil wars and eYen
perhaps external wars will accompany this process."
The draft program here goes
much further than the fundamental declaration of the Socialist International of r95r. Its rabid antiCommunism goes along with its.reactionary conception of the decay of
the colonial system. According to
the draft, with the Eastern rvorld
there can be "no possible agreement
or conciliation." The East is "the irreconcilab'le enemy- of democratic
socialism in whose name all the revo-

lutions of the Communist areafrom Kronstadt to Budapest-have
been carried through."
The authors of the new program

would certainly cross

if

themselves

one put under their
eyes the book which was written

three times

by Otto Bauer shortly before his
death and in which he wrote that
"the road towards a perfect democracy, which will neiiher be dominated by capital, nor threatened by
class struggle, is only accessible
through the dictatorship of the proletariat, that is to say through the
power of the proletariat which must
be strong and durable enough,
whatever form it assumes, to carry
through the transformation of capitalist society into socialist society"
(Otto Bauer, Betueen Two World
Wars, p. 3zz).
They would cross themselves ten
times if they came to read the statement, so often repeated, that "the
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factor of Post-war
most important
-.
history . . is the victorious development of socialism in the Soviet
IJnion" (op. cit., p. 356).
Today in the A.S.P., Otto Bauer
is treated worse than a mangy dog"
but even the first President of the
Austrian Republic after the Secon<tr
World War, Karl Renner, whom the
leaders of the A.S.P. still celebrate
as their ideological guide, and who
was certainly no friend of the Communists, declared in his last book,
which was published after his death,
that the Communists "are the Left
wing of the working-class movement"; and he added that, for him,
the discussion with the Communists
was "a quarrel within the fortress."
For the authors of the draft program
it is quite clear that Renner himself is outdated, since at times he
acted according to a Marxist class
point of view, and he was convinced
that, without the victory of the Soviet Union over Hitler fascism, there
would be no A.S.P. and no draft
program of the A.S.P.
Starting from Bernstein's ideas,
the draft program wipes out all class
contours, and comes to proclaim the
necessity of war and counter-revolution against the socialist countries
and the liberated colonial peoples.
It starts by the rejection o{ Marxism,
declaring that Marxism is o.utdated,
and ends with the slogan of violence
against the country where triumphed

the working class led by Mariists,
and where victory came to those
whose suuggle confirmed in so striking a way the fundamental ideas of
Marxism developed by Lenin.
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CHANGES

IN

gels had been
CAPITALISMT

The authors of the draft project
iustify the "outdating" of Marxism
by referring to changes that have
taken place in capitalism and to two
errors of Marxism. Marx and Engels, they say, predicted a "division
of society into proletariat and bourgeoisie," but instead of that there has
developed "a multitude of classes and
groups" and "a system of complex

AUSTRIAN SOCIALIST PARTY PROGRAM

of the

op,inion that
the development of capitalism would
bring about the disappearance of the

peasantry.

What Marx and Engels really
foresaw and predicted wis the po-

larization of capitalist society into
two decisive classes: the bourgeoisie
and the proletariat; and; moieover,
the progressive proletarianization
of sections of. the.petty bourgeoisie.
rnls concepuon ls not even con_
tested in-the draft program, though

in diflerent it specifies that rhia process 1s
ways." Moreover, the idea that limited ro periods of criiis. Howthrough industrialization wage eyel: t 1 years of prosperity, indusworkers would become the maiority tnalization attracts to the factories
interests which combine

of the population has been shown to sons 9f peasants and small exploiters,
be a false one. It would still be and in the west of Austria there
false if employees were added to the are numerous factories where a large
wage workers, though this cannot be majority of workers have fathe-rs
done, given their differences in who were, themselves, not workers.
The following figures from the
"mentality,"
c-ountry,
industry is the most
It is, in fact, a quite absurd sim- developedwhose
in the world show, withplification of Marxism to try to pre- out possibility
of mistake, the ditend that its founders stated ihat rection of development:
there would be only two classes unIn r87o, 4o.4 per cenr of all the
der capitalism. Already Marx and working people
of the United States
Engels themselves, with regard to were not wage
workers (workins
the capitalism of their day, described on their.own
behalf); in rgro the#
the different groups and strata out- were only 27.r
pe,r cent; in r95o,
side these two main classes and r4.4 per cent; and
those within the proletariat and cent. The actual in rgsa, r?.? Der
develo!-m.rri[rJr.bourgeoisie. As for the future devel- f9re, h-as
confirmed the prognosticaopment of capitalism, Engels be- tion of Marx,
and if thire 'i, .rror.
queathed nlunerous counseli on the it
_should not be looked fu o" fri,
manner by which the working class side.
after coming to power can coirvince
the peasants of the advantages of co- THE ROLE OF'EMPLOYEES
operative production and tlie superiority of socialism. This advice
It. is just the same with resard
-Lrtd
be totally deprived of sense if En- to the refuration
of the ,f,."ry ifr"i

will, as a result of industrialization, come to form the
majority in capitalist society. The
authors of the draft program of the
A.S.P. drew their theories fiom the
book Marx and ,he Pregent by Fritz
Sternberg, a German Socialist, who
is, at present, one of Marx's criLics
who is in favor in the U.S.A. Ir
wage workers

is true that Sternberg expressed himself with much more prudence and
only claimed that the workers "ofter1"

did not form the majority of the
population. But the draft program
extends this theory and takes up
the thesis of Sternberg that emplol.
ees are not workers. ,{r ior th. ttrt.ment that the workers and employees taken together never form the
majority, this is derived only from
the authors of the draft piogram.
The fact that the numbei o{ employees is ceaselessly growing, both
absolutely and relatively, is-a real
problem of the late-developing capitalism. The fact that employees exist, that they fulfill a specific function, and that they possess a particula_r mentality: was well known by
Marx and E"S.lr. Moreover, in
Capital Marx analyzed the position
of different sections of employees.
He ,proved that the employees, in
production and transportjust like
the workers in production--created
value and surplus value, and that
commercial employees helped commercial capital to realize part of its
surplus value.
But, in Capital, Marx emphasized
specifically that, just as all employees,
those who work in commerce are

5r

"wage earners just like the others"
because their selling power is always
a source of profit.

Just as the bo,urgeoisie with its
different strata and groups forms
one class in relation to the workers,
so the workers, despite

their difierent
strata and groups, form one class
with regard to the bourgeoisie. And
facts once again prove that error
is not on the side of Marx, but on
the side of Marx's critics.
In Austria the workers and employees together represent 6z per
cent of all the working peoplg-in
France 65 per cent, in Western Germany 7r Iler cent, in the u.s.A. 8z
per cent.
These two striking "proofs" of
the "errors" of Marxism are, indeed,
old reflections of the critiques of
Marx. Sixty years ago Bernstein
already used them; doubtless, criticism of Marx consists in copying
out what other critics wrote ibou-t
Marx, without the least critical sense
while boasting of a critical spirit.
Benedikt Kautsky-without any reserve the least successful of the
works of Karl Kautsky-has made
a special argument about the ,,outdating" of Marx under the inspiration of Bernstein. According to him
there existed two Marxes: one the
ultra-radical, the other the careful
thinker; the young Marx still influenced by the ]acobin ideas of the
revol,rtion, and the wise sage who
had already adopted a calmir position with regard to capitalism. To get our of the difficulty of
the fact that it was the oH l[{arx
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who, for example, developed his program-the class struggle, civil
theses of the dictatorship of the pro- wars and revolutions are on the agenletariat, Benedikt Kautsky pretends da. It is only for the "states of p,ub'
'West" that
that the older Marx was from time to lic welfare" of the "free
Marxisrfi
is
outdated, for-and this is
time subject to "moods" which
threw him back into the errors of the affirmation of Benedikt Kautsky
his youth. In fact it was Karl Kaut-the analysii of all that takes phcl
sky, the father, who in his reply here must be based on "other theoto Bernstein already refuted this ries and rules." Thus .this "genial"
nonsense about the "good" and the division of Marx and the value of
"wicked" Marx (Bernstem and the Marxism correspond to this differenSocial Democlatic Program, ,89,,
p. 7).
Benedikt Kautsky recognizes that
the one form of Marxism-the "good"
or "democratic Marxism"-f1xs 2 6s1'-

tain importance for the present
riod, but only for the East.

pe-

It is certain that in the modern welfare state in which we live, the theories and notions of Marx have little
for our young brother
in India and fapan Marx

value. (But)
movements

is a living reality. If we do not wish
to lose our links with these movements, we must not simply push aside
the idea of democratic MarxismI would aff,rm that all fruitful analyses oI what is taking place in the East
are based on Marx; not only the formation of new classes but also the
formation of new revolutionary forces
is taking place there according to the
ideas which Marx held of such development.

This "democratic NIarxism" is thus
only of restricted value: for the East
where the socialist parties could con-

sider themselves friendly to Marxism, for the countries ofworking-class
power, where-according to the draft

tiated attitude to "West" and "East."

DISCUSSION

ON THE

PROGRAM

Without any doubt the draft program of the A.S.P. provoked a certain uneasiness, repugnance and even
resistance amongst many workers
and socialist militants.
The "warm" congratulations of the
Austrian capitalist press at the throwing overboard of Marxism, and the
hopes of foreign capitalist journals
who recommended the Socialist parties of their countries to copy the
draft program of the A.S.p-.; had
an alarming effect. The authors of
the draft program were put on the
defensive, and this is clearlv shown
in the articles and commentaries
which they have prepared since the
publication of the program in the
cenrral organ of the A.S]p. In trvins
to justify their draft in the face of the
criticisms of militants-who include
some leading members of the party
arrive at statemenb and ded-they
nitions which are in contradiction
with.the_draft, they often put th. e;:
phasis of their "6ght on i*o fronts,,
on
-the anti-capitalist side, and thev

make repeated declarations according

to which they remain socialists and
maintain their original aim. AL
thoush the written discussion is only
carriEd in the monthly iournal of the

A.S.P., which has a small circulation,
it nonetheless reflects the contradiction, reiection and resistance of many
socialisis who feel clearly that the
unreserved renunciation of Marxism
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sinnins to become interested in what

I,tarr iaid in reality and in what

really has changed since Marx's day.
We Communists are trying to Pro'
vide them with an answer. We are
also carrying out a discussion on the
draft program of the A.S.P., for we

are not indifierent to the Program
of a Party which still includes the
of Austrian workers. Our
majority
is linked to the renunciation of all
contribution to this
important
most
alIt
is
strussle asainst reaction.
on Thc Aus'
a
program
is
discussion
pro'
6nal
the
in
that
re"dl" certain
whictr we
Socialism
to
Rmd
trian
to
be
forced
will
authors
its
sram
the
before
1958
put
February
in
l"eave out a number of Points that
This
consticlass.
working
Austrian
were in the first draft.
IV{oreover, a phenomenon can be tutes an attempt to apply the funda'
to
seen which is not a new one in the mental ideas of Marxism-Leninism
working-class movement. Lenin al- the specifrc conditions of our country.
This provides, in our oPinion, the
ready wrote that during the discusproof
that many things have, inintersion'on Bernstein's revisionism,
since Marx's ePoch,
changed
deed,
stimuest in theory was revived..and
can onlY be
changes
thise
that
but
the
stateprogram
draft
the
In
lated.
ment is made so often that Marx is understood in the spirit of Marx and
"outdated" and that times have on the basis of the fundamental dis'
changed since Marx, that a steadilY coveries of Marxism.
increising number of people are be-
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and union democracy. The basic source of corruption is not an individual
here or there who has strayed from virtue. It lies in the rotten idea that workers
and bosses have a "community of interest"l that the job of the tradc-union leadership is to convince the boss that by throwing the worker a crumb he will
more and make more profit for the bosses. This k class collaborution.
'produce
Corruption springs from the concept that the labor movement must be led
by "laboi statesmen" whose position entitles them to live on the same lavish
peace

LABOR AND THE MCCLELLAN COMMTTTEE
Chicago, Ill.

clo two years ago was a great threat to the
in the midsf of aniconomic lrisis, Big Business
fY::-{^:l-.
1319n"tfr.Now,
and rts representatives
congress need to launch an attack
The merger of the AFL and

class.

Their objective is to iJlate the organized *ort

of the American
on the surface, the

mass

people.

thI working
?roil iireir atties-thc
againsi

.in

"r,

of this committee were to expose corruption
and. racketeering in union;. No.r, however, it is alie"Jy-a.*
iirL?t. attack is
against the unions themselves; not.for.corruption, but L.";;.-rh;y^"r.
org"nizations which wield economicrand-political'po*., *lri.rr-,tr."i.X
ir,.
pi"nr,
Th. Labor Relati.i", l,.tt,i of the ch;b.;-;i- commerce,
,o,{,.11*^j,::llll:
,uly 1957, states:
The real question is union power. A[ the sparring about the
financiar
report re-quiremenrs has thc efect of croudingih.,.71 irru..-irri,
i. trr.
power which resides in the hands of union Lid.rr. rrrir-i,
ro,r, ..o"o*i.
and-political. Economically it is the power to make unio'*1..rL.,
,*
the rJnion line, as defined ty topuniJn-9$.r."ls; priiri*r:r-y-i,].-ii.,l
po*.,
into potiticai
f*. .i
T1,'q*.i
l9_*:::- :31,
l1d
umtrauons
practical
rn ?,the
sense.
""y,."r
Events of the oast-few months have shown that the cry
of corruption has
Lbjectives

;ffi;d;

already:

r. Split the unions.
z' . Discouraged AFI-GIO organizing drives. The Negro people
.ducted
have conpowerful struggles. agains-t the r"acists who seek to" prJu.rit
integration.
The labor -ovement-f,"s bin silent
i"..tiu.lirod,l;',ii, ,r.uggr., i

""a
has been unsuccessf.l in its publiriuaiorg,-io
the south,, drive. The activi_
ties of the Mcclellan commiltee have playe? no small
role in hi";;ri"g rabor,s
particip:tion in the struggle for
orgrniri,c ,h. H;,ir.
_Negro^,i!t
uss

i

of Union elections. (Lai quaiter .f
"nU;9;;;-lr;*;?
l",rit"f", or".
CIO_;_33,335 for no llnion.)
w!y-9id the committee single out the Teamsters as their first and
main
targetl rhe most obvious rea.ori is that there were ar-rd
within the leadershio vulnerable to charges of .orr.rptiorr.a1e important groups
It wal ..ry to ,pot_
light the use of uniin
ph**?*t the use of racketeers
io contror
{""4;};;
locals by signing O*O,Trr-.._1ltri.t *ti.t p'r.r.r, workers
frorrr getting ap
preciable gains; the use of-union expens. *;";-i;
i*irrrli"i"". "'

3.

These. practices are unfortunately widespread'

t",h;'1il;i.,i.f'hbo,
*or.;g."'iiuh#yorr."o,,

ment and are parr of the fabric of capitafisiptit*pny.f
which infects everv nhase of Americ'an rife lnd ir^
p..iii", i.'i"u"r.
For class
workers, il
expo.se
trr. tri.roflrrirg.or-fir[r;';*'i"]r"*Jg.r,
"on*iori,
ruption to hide the basic probiems ttrt facc'thi

i;;;;;il'io

"lt

lobo,
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scale as

top business eexcutives. Th;s is basiness unionism.

Corruptlon is given a free hand because the rank and file is not encouraged
by the "libor statesmen" nor do they themselves as yet see the need to particioate in the life of the union.
' Class collaboration, business unionism, the lack of participation by the union
rnembers in the life of their union is the source of corruption and costs thc
workers a thousand times more in wages and benefits than the pocketing of
money from the sale of a union card for which Beck has been convicted.
Corruption and racketeering must be fought vigorously. But to expect it to be
eliminated from the labor movement by the moralizing of bourgeois politicians,
ethical codes enforced by labor leaders, themselves tainted, or by legislative fiat

by a reactionary Congress is unrealistic.
The Comminee also singled out the Teamsters because Big Business was
disturbed by the potential strength in a united labor movement. They were

of the diflerences that remained in the newly merged AFLCIO. A great
part of the difierences lies in a struggle for power between those formerly. in
ihe leadership of the CIO and those of the AFL. The Committee knew that
many of the juridictional dificrences were still unresolved between the craft and
indultrial unions. The Teamsters leaders were playing a malor role among the
craft unions in the internal struggle.
The Committee hoped that by attacking the Teamsters, the Reuther-Carey
forces would bring enough pressure on the official AFL-CIO leaders like Meany
to attack them in the name of "clean unionism." Reaction got from the AFLCIO
leadership the expulsion of r,4oo,ooo members of the Teamsters from the
merged union. Reiction got from the AFLCIO the ofrcial outlawing by thc
trade-union movement of the use of the Fifth Amendment by trade unionists,
a right guaranteed by the Constitution.
The Iabor movement should have condemned the racketeering while defending the Teamsters and its members and launched a counter-ofiensive against the
McClellan Committee exposing its oblcctives. It should have helped rank and
6le members to make their wishes felt at the Teamsters' Convention. It should
have made clear that the fob of ridding the union of racketeering was the iob
aware

of the membership.

Even class conscious unionists fell into the trap of the Committee, for the line

Daily Worfter itself was not clear.
However, a few Communists working in the Teamsters tried to makc clear
the purposes of the Committee. They strongly criticized the AFL-CIO leadership
in the early days of the Committee during the attack on Beck, Brewcter and
Hofia. The stand against corruption was emphasizod but fellow workers wcrc
of. the
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warned against the_reliance
9n any outside force to solve the problem. And when
the possibility of the candidates Haggerty and Hickey aros6, that was used to
broaden the base of the rank and file movemenr.
But once the convention was over it was our job to rally the members behind

the Union,. aga_i1s1 the expulsion, Carey's thieat of dual unionism, and to
infuence other Unions to difend unity.
. It was our job to shift attention to the real problems facing the Teamsters:
the pending conrracts for hundreds of thousands of drivers in ihe Midwest and
central states which set the pattern for the whole country; to take a positive
attitude toward Hoffa who headed negotiarions and enjoys among th.
the rep-utation of being a vigorous fightEr for the demands'of ."n"f. over-..,
the
road, dock and warehousemen.
It must be said that under Hofia's leadership with the backing of an aroused
membership these- workers were the first to riceive substantial "wage increases,
w-elfare gains, atrd succeeded in driving back the efforts of the Tru"cking Assoi
ciation to smash certain gains which would have taken the heart out"of the

Union advances previously won.
_- This is perhaps the basic reason why the committee singled out the
Union.

Teamsters,

The Union is the largest in the country with a membership of t,4og;73_
rclo.of organized_work_e_rs. It is the fastest growing union; growing t*i.e
as the Auto Workers Union.
"r'i"rt
rt
has wo_n-important wagg gains for the trucking and warehouse sections
.
of its union. wages rose 3r/o from ]uly r95r to ]uly i956. The average income
ror the above workers was $5,346 compared,to $4,36g for private industry as a

who_le. 11

h1 yon

large !ealt[, welfare and pen.ion

plan's.

Despite Beck and Hoffa's ties with the Ripublicori p"rty, it has played a
very important role in political action helping'to elect p."pt. t;t . Morse and

Magnusson,

w€re parr of the leadership. of every important central body of the
_,r* :T.illr
played-a.very prominent part in the community,
JrrL.and
^
The nature of its work brings i degree of unionism io almo.t every home,

community. and f.aclory
ft!re., to
i1 th-e_ country. Its cooperation is invaluabre in
nerprng
organlze..and in strike. This is especially irue in the South where

rney nave

usecr

mrlrtant

tactics

to organize and help win

strikes.
It is one- o-f the mos, powerlul unlons in the ,oulrty. fnri-Jolrrr,t
.
,h1,,"g": of the practices of its ieaders stink to high h.r;*;-,ti, ii"tru. inrn."n
tt"
allled
_

indusrry where many shops with large Negio and puerto Rican
-rirrt workers
are organized with backd_oor igreements "in orEer t.
,.rio.rr.
ir-p
"are
Also large sections of the union
conducted ;J;-;;;.iiry.'ri.""
p"ili i: that the committee calculated using the corruption issrie to puti*portant
on Union growth. and perhaps lay.the basii for d.rt-r.;i;; i";ILJ.,il. a brake
Eut even under severest attack the union has roniinued fr grow.
The
net gain of membership for rqsz was 4o.ooo.
The memhrs and their leaJers have iought
pjtrl_rl the AFL. Their repre_
sentatives in many local bodies remain in i-he AFLiIo
;y ;il; ;i
member_
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th3m. by orher unions and they have pledged to continue their cooperation with the rest of labor even if thev are nlt in" rh.
AFL6-Iq and they
have already proved this in several strikes]
It is the resoonsibility of class conscious forces in the labor movement,
espe-

cially commu.rirt., to dgh,

r"i-rh.--;;;;;;."t

unity and..to rallv the ilorkers for a

of the Teamsters, for labor
counter-fi;";. ;;"i,*'iil'bo-*iu...

In earlier years,- at each period when the u"r.t ,nr8i.Jil.-Jrt..r,
,rr"
c*n*.rrr-iri'ilri.irrtp *.r.

great contributions bv class conscious workers
the result of the abililv of the Commu"i;;;;;-r;.
""a-.,
,h;

class at.the.-given

time and

see the

*"i"-liri.

;;i; d*;;

working

-ffi:
that would enabre
the workers

rnd their allies to fight that danser.
The full significance of the dan-gers in this period have
not been well anaryzed;
and no common proglam of actioir *", deviop.d ty a;;;irtr'in
trr. rru,
movemenr' This is what stirred
to prepare a critical evaluation of
:yr^glgup
the-Communist program on the U.CGtt# Committee.
It is true thar manv articles in the Daily worrter and Fred Fine,s articre
in
Politicat
1t{airs 1's""r,'ri5il;;p*J;h;;r1rr. .r the committee, the anti-labor
record of irs members ina- *e danger of anti-labor r.-jir1"i* -i*,riti'g
from
its hearings. But this position *.r "*.rk r.i:fi-; ffir.'il'r...Ll
- --- -r
rv rvrEDs( tr,. rrfl
effects of the committie,s work.
. . Y'"r even welcorned the lifting .of the curtain to reveal the skereton in
but forgot to see the"club in the Mcclelran co'rmittee,s
:t*,
-i?_r':
l hrs led
many to eauate the. danger of the committee with ,a.k.te.ring.hands.
Th.
result of su.h equati'on *", thrt ,"-.kGi*; i., in the
headlines, the committee was given tremendous
_prestige and publiiity, and no ,d;[;;;;f
*o.rrrt.d
:gainsr the objectives of tlie
Comminee.
o,I
experiences with the. anti-picketing and right-to-work
.
.
raw in Illinois
show that the workers could have b..o ,nr'li.J. Desfrite
th; .i;i;by ,h. ,r.*rpapers that this

b-'i;;i; ;;.ffi;.;Jrses, it was
th.r. biii, *r, a'L."r. unions
and hurt their conrracts. The support of tr,. bi[ fr;-lJ;;,;";;;r,
baiters
and the chamber of commerce wii exposed. Th. Io;;;g;,
*i
rr"[
ii"i*
organizarion in the south was.related to the "right-,.-*3ii,;-il*i
"r Thi,
ii.r..
wasn't done evervwhere, but where it was done, "many locars
ro, tt.- arrt time
in a dozen y."* h"d i.t.g1lig";j"' soriril.i;, *.i.,u.ir -r.i.
,rior.a, ,..,,
postcards and telegrams to li.k the b;ils. "
was nor meanr to harm unions

possible to show the workers that the main aim of

Can the labor leaders

!."19!:a upon to rally their membership asainst the
anti-labor attacks of the Mcclellan
c"*-itt..i Dt;;';-h;;;;i'"to'"qiu. ,u.h
leadership ro a more militant and aroused
-.*u.*i,if ;r';ha ,i-.;rttrr. r"rt_
Hartley Act? Is it any surprise that the attitude
of Mirny *"r".""p.*,ion with
the committee, that Reuther and carey
g";rg ,.-r-otr. .r* i[. i.girlrtio'

proposed to see if

it

can be made less

"i.
"harmfui";tirrq"i.y
,i..riy"ir'-unting

the members he can raid from th. T."mrt.iri whn,
;h;;1d ;;;;J.r",r, i, o*
lack of foresight and our owr errors in estimate
to join
with those members and readers in unions who saw
""a..-pi,rrir"i'i;ii;r;
the real dangers and who
must be pushed and supported into rallying th. *.mbJ.

POLIfiCAL AFFAIRS
The Party's May-Day Statement (rgSl) made the main task facing- labor
not the economic siruggles, not the new anti-labor attacks, but the "Fight for
Democracy" in the unionr. Many articles in the Daily Worfter _covering the
hearings made Beck and Hofia apPear as the main enemies of the American
worker-. Our press omitted facts, testimony, quotations_ which we found that
truly revealed the nature of the Committee and would have armed the readers
with facts and answers to help workers recognize the real enemy.
The position we are most critical of as being incorrect and distracting frgr_n
the main struggle is that of the Daily Worfter main editorial: "It is inconceivable
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that the laboi movement and its friends can defeat the plans o{ ieaction unless
at the same time, labor proves to the country that a drastic and sweeping drivc
is under way within the-unions to democratize and cleanse them of corruPtion."
To follow this position means that instead of rallying our fellow workers
and uniting with all forces in the union to fight this anti-labor attack, we would
turn around to clean up the unions. That is not an overnight job, as we who
have fought against corruption, racketeering and business unionism for twenty
vears can testifv.

'

The lob of cleaning out the corrupt infuences and representatives of capiwill be an important and continuing task from
today until after we achieve Socialism. It is one of the most important tasks Communists must undertake. But the struggle against the bosses, against speed-up,
against lay-offs, against discrimination; the fight against the "Righrto-Work"
liws cannot and must not wait until the unions are cleansed. The unions will
become honest and democratic not through the services of the Committee, the
courts or the trusteeship of Meany and Reuther, but only when the membership,
the rank and file, need and want the Unions as their instrument to win their
demands. And the rank and file membership will want and need the unions
talism from the trade unions

when they are actively fighting the boses, fighting the bosses'lay-ofis and speed-up
and the bosses' legislation.
The correctness of our estimate of the Committee can be seen in what is hap
pening now. The labor leaders themselves, who talked of corruption to clean
ih.it ikirts before the Committee, now do not appease with talk about cleaning
up the unions. For today the same Reuther who stood by and rubbed his hands
piously while the Teamsters were being given the works, sees his own union
the main target of the union-busting Committee I Labor busting, not corruption,

is the

issuel

And that is why a clear, rounded-out approach is needed with emphasis on thc
main question: Defense of the Trade Unions! We need to work with all to beat
back the attack on the unions, demanding an end to the attack on the UAW
and the reinstatement of the Teamsters and Bakers in order to overcome the
Committee's labor-busting and labor-splitting obiectives.
Only in this way can labor achieve the strength necessary to defend its living
standards, bcat down the attempt to dump the burdens of increasing misery
on its back, and use its politicd power to further its own needs.

Flvnx Sncnox, CouuuNtst Penrv

ON GOVERNMENT SPENDING
r found HyTT Lumer's article on *The Econom ,, tn!^[i!f"43i?r?iKk
.informative
.
"n>
and interesting and there is much in it that

I

agree

*ith. Fio-.vei

there is one area of economic activity.of great importance Ihat is inadequately
dea-lt with. First, let me state that I believe that Marx's analysis of capitalisri
and .capitalist crisis holds for the U.S. as well as elsewhere and that irothing
can be done under capitalism that will remove the sources of the crisis.
However, I think wl would be missing the boat if we did nor see the almost
roo percent acceptance on the part of the u.s. capitalists (as contrasted to the
r93o's) of the massive use of governmental deficit financing as a means of staving
off a serious depression. Much to Foster's credit, he mi'de a serious rtudy o?
Kcynesism a number of years.ago. T9day, when we seem to be on the vlrge
of massive governmental spending in the next decade or two that will make tf;e
spetqing of the 3o's s€em puny, ye
1e9d a further study. There is every reason
to believe that we will see a national debt limit set in the next ro or 20 years
that _goes as
-high as 5oo billion dollars as contrasted to the present zgo biilion.
U.S. capitalists seem to have a deeprooted phobia aborrt goi.rg through
another depression of the r9z9-r932 scale. Yes, thiy would like io hiue a fiw
million unemployed around permanently, but anything bigger than this alarms
them, particularly with.the Soviet union-having
{i[ eq'eloyment and consrituting

a serious economic challenge in many- ways. I believe that one important weapon
they still can wield, that is, massive dosei of Keynesism, or, ,."1. never beiorc
" spending is not
projected, gives them considerable maneuverabihry yet. And this

confined to the military only..-witness _in the past few weeks'congfissional
action amounting to_ almost z billion on housing and 5 billion on roadi.
It seems to me that some of Lumer's.analysls is too much rike the analyses
of Bittelman and others in the past that did not turn out to be correct
The theme that seems to run through it is that the capitalists are boxed
in,-th9l have reached the _end of their-rope, thgy
ro_rir"r.ro"rability lefi
-h3v9
and that a depression rivalling that of ry29-32 ii likely-althoush
Lumer'does
not say this outright. But he does say, for iximple, "The occurrlnce of another
crisis of the magnitude ot ry29 is therefore by no means impossible." And this
theme runs throughout the article. At times it appears thai we know this is
bound to happen, and we know this because of oui understandins of Marxism.
At times there is almost a feeling that we want this to happen. Ii seems to me
that a much more objective sentence than the above in viiw of Lumer,s and
our own uncertainty would have been, "The occurrence of another crisis of the
magnitude of. 1929 is thereforc by no means impossible, although frankly we
do not know because of thc complexity of the factors involved.,,"
Far be it from me to minimize the seriousness of the present decline, thc
over 5 million unemployed, the human sufiering involved, itc., but I stilt feel'
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that our apprmch to Marxism despite the discussion of the past two years is
still mechanical. I believe that the laws of Marxism have universal validity,
but we have still not learned how to apply these laws to specific conditions
prevailing in our country. One of these conditions may be the end of balanced
budgets and an era of massive governmental deficit financing on a scale unknown until now.

|acx GolonrNc

A Reply
Comrade Goldring raises an important question which was only touched on
large-scale deficit spending on the
economy. Ilowever, I believe the views he expresses are incorrect.

in my article, namely the potential effect of

He infers that American capitalism, through massive applications of this
proposed Keynesian remedy for crises, is capable of drastically limiting their
severity, at least for some time to come. As a preface, he declares that he accepts
the Marxian analysis of capitalist crisis and believes that "nothing can be done
under capitalism that will remove the source of the crisis."
But this is not an adequate statement of the Marxist position. Keynesians,
too, believe that the source of crisis cannot be removed-that the tendency toward
economic stagnation and unemployment is a built-in feature of capitalism. But
then they also claim that "regulation" of the economy through appropriate fiscal
and monetary measures can nullify this tendency and abolish crises. What distinguishes Marxism is that it regards the boom-bust cycle itself as inherent in
capitalism, and hence argues that crises cannot be eliminated.
While massive deficit spending would certainly not be without considerable
efiect on the economyr I believe Comrade Goldring greatly exaggerates its possibilities. For one thing, his assertion that there is "almost roo per cent acceptance" of such measures by American capitalists is clearly unfounded. To demonstrate this, one need only point to the stubborn resistance of the Eisenhower
Administration (which speaks for a substantial section of American capitalism)
to even moderate deficit spending, let alone more extensive outlays.
On this point, Vice President Nixon recently stated, in a speech before the
American Newspaper Publishers Association on April z4: "I believe that there
is no question but that the use of massive spending for new Federal activities
to combat the current recession should be fatly rejected by the American people
and our Government." And the newspapers and business publications are full
of repeated admonitions by a great variety of business sources that any substantial rise in government expenditures must be rejected on the grounds that
it will lead to serious infation.
Equally unwarranted is Comrade Goldring's sweeping assertion that "there
is every reason to believe" that the national debt limit will rise to $5oo billion
in the next decade or two. To be sure, there is one set of circumstances under
which the national debt would rapidly rise to this sum and more, namely the
outbreak of a mafor war. But there is scarcely "every reason to believe" that

6r

this is what faces us.
As for non-military oudays, spending on such a scale as to increase the debt
by $ro-zo billion a year over an extended period is totally unprecedenred, and
the contention that this is now likely requires more in the way of proof-than
is oflered in the letter.
qh9 $Z billio-n in recent appropriations which it cites is largely a speeding
tp of the expenditure of funds alreidy appropriated. Moreover, tfr'e actuaf spendl

ing of thcse funds will be spread over siveril years. According to a recent stafi

report of the congressionai Joint Economic committee, federal spending will
rise by only $z billion this year, most of it in military expenditures. Anlthere
is considerable alarm in government circles that even ihis increase, coupled
with a drop in tax receipti, may prbduce an $8-billion deficit.
- ^utrdoubtedly, a worsening economic situation will give rise to increased
deficit spending. However, aiide from military expenditlures, it is highly unlikely that this will even remorely.approach the scaG which comrade Goidring
p{ojects. Its_ probable extent, as well as its actual efiects on the economy, cannot
adequately be dealt with in this brief communication. An article on these questions is now in preparation.

_ Trrg, American capitalists are extremely anxious to avoid another 1929..
But it does not follow that they are capable of doing so. of course they are abie
to maneuver, but this ability is far more limited than one would gaiher from

the rosy pictures painted by Keynesian theoreticians.
Finally, Comrade Goldring reads into my article a number of things which
are not there. Nowhere does the article say, or even imply, that a crisis of the
magnitude of. ry29-32 is likely. It says only that neither 'ibuilt-in stabilizers,' nor
gov-ernment spending render the recurrence of such a crisis impossible.
I_ fail to se€ any real difference between this and what he r.rggertr. Nor does
anything in the article indicate an attitude of welcoming a depression.
His comparison of the predictions which I made with erroneous ones made
in previous years is, in my opinion, enrirely unwarranted. My predictions erred,
if anything, og the side of conservarism.-I believe they hivi been generally
borne out !y_!h. developments of the past few months. And they weie basei
on the available facts, including the outlook for government spending.

Flvuex Lulrcn

Book
Thc Capitalist Manifesto, by Mortimer
Flousc, N. Y.). 285 pages. $3.75.

f.

Reuiew

Adler and L. O. Kelso (Random

Tns tropn oF MANKTND lies not in socialism but in the attainment of a "pure
capitalism" in which everyore becomes a capitalist. This is the theme of
Messrs. Kelso and Adler in the volume under review
"The Capitalist Manifesto," they declare, "is intended to replace the Commanist Manilesn as a call to action, first of all in our own country, and then,
with our country's leadership, everywhere in the world."
tt..d.d? Because the "people's capitalism" so
Why is such a call to
".tiot of the system of free enterprise is in reality
widely hailed today as a triumph
an illusion and an ambush, a form of creeping socialism, whose deadly progtess
can be halted by nothing less than a "capitalist revolution."

The source of these conclusions is a curious amalgam of the ideas of Aristode, Thomas Aquinas and Thomas lefferson. To these the authors apply
the following process of reasoning:
r. What is commonly reganded as the rising productivity of labor is in fact
the very opposite. With the growing development of machinery, the share
contributed to the product by capital (that is, by the machine) rises while
that contributed by labor falls. Today, it is asserted, capital contributes fully
go7o, latrrr only io/o.

z. Difierent

individuals may contribute

through the possession of labor power, capital

to the process of

production

or both. In a society

based 6n
the wealth

principles of economic lustice, each person should receive a share of
produied which is "strictly proportional to the contribution that each makes
towand the production of the netional wealth by the use of his property."
3. The just share of the owners of capital today would be about So|o of
the national product. Actually, however, they receive only some 3o/o, while
Tols goes to the owners of labor f,ower. We have a "capitalistic" system of
production but a "laboristic" system of distribution.
4. In the "primitive capitalism" of Marx's day, the owners of capital did get
a just share. But this reduced the masses of the working people to such abiect
poverty and misery that capitalism has been led, in various ways, to allot a
greater share of the product to the owners of labor power. In this lies the
ess.n.e of the welfare state. Such a distribution, however, is really largely
charity, since the workers are not entitled to it by virtue of their contribution.
Hence it leads to depriving the owners of capital of their property rights, to
attenuation of the ownership of capital and so toward socialization.
5. To this, the only alternative is a system of "pure capitalism," in which the
ownership of capital is so widely diflused that the average individual becomes
the posscssor of a "capital estate" from which he derives all or most of his
income, supplementing it, if desired or needed, with income from his labor.
6z
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'l'his woulcl create (a) a, just society in which cach individual truly receivcs
a distributive share of-the product proportional to his contributioh, (b) a

dassless society in which the capitalist and the worker are one and the'sime
person, and (c) a society which allows everyone ample leisure for creative
activity and reduces to a minimum the time spent by eaih person in mechanical

labor.

Having presented their case, the authors devote the second part of the book
to an exposition of the means by which this happy state of affairs is to be
brought about.. Stripped of all trimmings, these boil down chiefly to schemes
for selling .stocks to working people on credit and for limiting the amount of
capital held by ,!y one family. These are accompanied by propsals to oudaw
retention of profits by corporations-that is, to compel them to distribute
all profits as dividends and to finance expansion entirely through isuance of
new stocft. The citizencapitalists created by these means would be guarded
against the vicissitudes of business fluctuations and economic cycles by iuitable

forms

of

insurance.

Once all these things were accomplished, present welfare-state measures
would become unnecessary and labor unions would become superfluous. Taxes

on corporations could be abolished and the present progressive tax rates on
personal incomes could bc greatly modified. With these tax barriers removed,
capital accumulation could proceed unhindered and everyone would bcnefit
from it.
Such

is the capitalist utopia which the authors portray.
To be sure, a classless society with high standaids of living and ample
leisure for everyone is a goal well worth striving for. But thJ "revolution"

for which

to

such

Messrs. Kelso and

a

society.

Adler sound their call to arms is scarcely the path

For the economic theory which they propound is

sheer

absurdity.

In their concept of productivity-the cornerstone of their entire argumentwhat they have done is to take a long-prevalent concept of orthodox economics and carry it to an unintended reductio ail absardum. This is the notion that each "factor of production"-land, capital, labor-makes a contribution to-the product for which its owner is rewarded accordingly, a notion

designed to justify capitalist profits.

The idea that inanimate instruments of production as such "produce"
is nonsense_. It requires human labor to bring into being not only
the products of machines but the machines themselves. Indeed, tlie expenditure of human labor is required even to keep machines in working orderf witha_nythinS

out it they can only deteriorate.
The machine is an adiunct to human labor, a means of rendering it more
fruitful. The more efficient the machine, the more productive eaih hour's
labor becomes. Hence, a proper definition of increased productivity is that
given by Karl Marx: "By an increase in the productiveness of labor, we mean,
generally, an alteration in the labor process of such a kind as to shorten the
labor-time socially necessary for the production of a commodity, and to endow
a. given quaatity of labor with the power of producing a greater guantity

of

use-value." (Capital, International Publishers, Vol.

I, p. 3o3.)
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The obvious impossibility of thus turning the clock back
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This is the commonly accepred meaning of productivity, which Kelso and
Adler appatently confuse with something cntirely different. What they mistakenly call the relative "productivity" oI machines and labor is actuaily the
relative proportions .in which these enter. into capitalisr investment in production or, more precisely, the relative proportions of constant and variable capital. To be sure, the former has grown enormously, but this is itself a consequence of the tremendously enhanced productivity of labor.
In a capitalist society, the actual efiect of rising productivity of labor is to
compelled to wage a ceaseless struggle. And in this .connection, the authors'
reduce the share of the product going to the workers. Against this, they are
contention that labor's share has gready increased during the last century runs
violendy counter to historical fact. Even the most generous estimates claim
no more than that labor has held its own.
The authors also paint the owners of labor power and the owners of capital
as_independent individuals, each contributing in his own way to produciion.
What they.omit is the fact that capitalism is a system of commodity^production
in which the worker's labor power is also a commodity, which he-must sell
to the capitalist in order to live. This is the real relationship between them.
Indeed, capitalist production is possible only if there exist individuals who
possess nothing for sale other than their labor power.
Only such a "free" worker can be compelled to submit to terms of employment under which he provides the capitalist with the unpaid labor from
yhl.h- his. profits are derived-in short, to terms under which he produces
both for himself and the capitalist. Clearly, therefore, a "classless" lapitalist
ry.i.yt in which capitalist and worker are one and the same person,- is an
absurdity.

Another basic feature of capitalist production which Kelso and Adler overlook is the fact that it is socialized, not indiuidual production. Flence the
o4y Iay- in y_hich workers can truly own the large enterprises in which they
toil side by side is through socialized outnership-through socialism. The notion that ownership can be parcelled out among them as individuals is ridiculous.

The sale of stock to workers, to which the "capitalist revolution" ultimately
boils -down, _is by no means a new idea. Nor is it one to which the big
capitalists, who themselves repeatedly promote employee stock-buying schemes,
will ofier much objection. The difiusion of stock ownership servei tfie interests
of finance caprtal in that it facilitates control of giant cbrporations, and extraction of the profits of control) through ownership of a relatively small part
of the total stock outstanding. Further, salc of stock to employees is-a well-worn
device for creating illusions that they have become "part-owners" of the company and must therefore help keep it profitable by working harder. Finally,
it is pure fantasy to think that out of the earnings of the average worker it is
possible, even with the most liberal credit terms, to buy enough stock to make
him a capitalist in any real sense of the word.
What Kelso and Adler offer is a futile proposal, under modern conditions
of capitalist production, to return to the individual ownership of a bygone day.
In an era when socialization of production has reached very advanced leveli,
they seek to hark back to the fefiersonian idcal of a society of independent
.

, 'uvner-producerg.
needs no detailed demonstration.
. They are-able to arrive at such conclusions because they approach the question of social .development not-by striving- ro ascertain the ecbiromic laws gov:rning capitalist production and to draw ihe proper conclusions from them,"but

by setting up an abstract criterion of economic justice and fashioning an
to conform to it. Hcnce, in a society in which every "capi-

imaginary society

talist is driven by- necessity to accumulate capital at the greatest possibie rate,
they suggest in all seriousness that capitalists'can be dissuided from accumulation on the grounds of "enlightened self-interest."
The book contains numerous important assertions made without proof.
Nowhere do the authors ,state on what grounds they place capital's coniribution. to production- at 9o7o and labor's share of thi product it
7o/o. Also,
the labor theory of value is dismissed as false on no 6ther grourrd, ilran thri
"we contend it is." Additional examples could be cited.
. T!.. authors' repeatedly-expressed fiars thar so-called "people's capitalism"
is a highway.to-socialism scarcely need any commenr. it ii worth noring,
however, that in their readiness to accept at fice value the glowing claims of iii
proponents; they betray a callous lack of understanding of the ha"rd realities of
workers' lives.
. Thus, they write: "Not only do we have high wages and full employment,
but .so great an opportunity for employment that a proportion of wives and
rnothers higher than ever before can find jobs in .om-ir.. and industry, in
many cases to raise even higher an already high family standard of living."
To the growing numbers of wives and mothers who are compelled to find wo"rk
to make ends meet in the lace of rising prices (and no* of serious unemployment), this will undoubtedly come as-quite a iurprise.
Since its_appearance, The capitaliu Manifesto lias attracted a good deal of
attentibn. Most reviewers, while sharply critical of various aspects if the book,
have at the same time labored hard io'find redeeming featuies. But whatever
else may be said of ir, one thing is ceruain. It will nEver replace the commu-

nist Manifesto.
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